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INTRODUCTION 
Forages have long been a principal component of ruminant diets and 
still today account for the bulk of all feed units consumed. Their 
utilization, particularly by the grazing animal, has allowed for the 
conversion of resources of otherwise unusable, fibrous feed into high 
quality, human food, and as such, has played a major role in the 
continuing advancement of civilization. 
The ability of the ruminant animal to utilize forages for growth and 
production is facilitated by adaptations of its digestive tract that 
promote retention of fibrous plant tissue and the growth of 
fiber-degrading microorganisms within the reticulo-rumen. By-products, 
such as organic acids and microbial cells, of the degradative and 
fermentative processes occurring within this structure are then utilized 
by the animal to satisfy its metabolic demands. 
Because the process of ruminai digestion of forages is the cumulative 
result of interactions among the plant, the animal, and rumen microbes, it 
is subject to influence by numerous variables. Shifts in specific 
microbial populations, as well as in intake and digesta retention time, 
can markedly alter the extent to which forage dry matter is degraded. 
Intrinsic properties common to all plant materials, however, are what 
ultimately govern the maximum quantity of nutrients potentially available 
for animal utilization. Any investigative strategy aimed at improving the 
efficiency of forage utilization should thus recognize improvement in 
plant quality as an area of prime importance. 
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The focus of innumerable studies has been the identification of 
specific plant components responsible for variations in nutritive value. 
Unfortunately, few compounds have been isolated which show consistent 
relationships with nutrient availability across all plant species. 
Instead, what has been indicated is that forages and fibrous concentrates, 
in general, can be divided into two nutritionally-significant and 
structurally-related fractions. They are cellular contents or the soluble 
and granular material contained within the cytoplasmic membrane, and cell 
walls, which comprise the insoluble and partially digestible, 
ligno-cellulosic matrix that encapsulates the cellular contents. 
Included in cellular contents are the bulk of the plant's protein, 
soluble carbohydrates and lipid components. In fresh plant material, 
these fractions are highly soluble and are readily released into the rumen 
environment by mechanical or enzymatic rupture of the cell wall. 
Microbial digestion of cellular contents occurs quite rapidly and 
degradation is extensive. Their nutritive availability across the entire 
ruminant digestive tract approaches 100%. 
Cell walls, on the other hand, provide the plant its skeletal 
framework and are composed of varying proportions of both digestible 
(primarily structural carbohydrates, i.e., cellulose and hemicellulose) 
and indigestible (mainly lignin) fractions. Ruminai utilization is 
limited not only by lignin content, but also by cross-linkages between 
lignin and hemicellulosic side chains which eventually reduce availability 
of cellulosic fractions as well (Morrison, 1979). Of further hindrance to 
nutritional availability are intrinsic factors such as the crystalline 
arrangement of cellulosic molecules and the stable nature of the 
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0-1,4-pyranosidic linkages of cellulose. These factors result in rates of 
ruminai degradation for cell walls which are substantially slower than 
those observed for cellular contents. 
In considering the overall utilization of both plant fractions and 
given the anatomical relationship that exists between the two, it seems 
plausible to suggest that the rate of cell wall rupture and/or degradation 
should in some way influence the rate of release and digestion of 
cytoplasmic constituents. The potential existence of such a relationship 
and to what extent it influences utilization of forage protein were 
primary objectives in the conduct of this study. To accomplish this, an 
in situ, dacron bag technique was utilized to examine the rates and extent 
of alfalfa nitrogen and cell wall digestion. Also examined were various 
factors capable of altering the kinetic parameters associated with 
component digestion. Factors examined were maturity, physico-chemical 
treatment, morphological composition, and composition of the diet fed to 
the fistulated animals. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Forage Protein: Ruminai Metabolism 
and Factors Affecting Nitrogen Utilization 
Each year in the United States, approximately 37 million metric tons 
of plant protein are fed to livestock to produce an estimated 5.4 million 
tons of animal protein for human consumption (Piraentel et al., 1980). Of 
the total amounts fed, protein derived from forages is a major 
constituent, comprising over 20.2 million tons or about 55%. Among 
livestock, ruminants are by far the predominant utilizers of forage 
protein, consuming nearly 1.5 times that fed to monogastrics (Wedin et 
al., 1975). Of the ruminants, dairy animals, beef cattle, and sheep, 
obtain nearly 61, 83 and 90%, respectively, of their total protein needs 
from forages (Griffith, 1978; CAST, 1980). 
While forages have long been the principal source of dietary protein 
for ruminant growth and production, only recently have nutritionists begun 
to fully comprehend the factors involved in ruminai protein metabolism and 
what factors affect the utilization of dietary nitrogen contributed by 
fibrous feeds. These factors include content of non-protein nitrogen, 
ruminai solubility, and extent of ruminai degradation. Because the 
fractional composition of nitrogen constituents in forage can be 
drastically altered by events such as fertilization, harvest and storage, 
the practical problems involved in predicting animal response to N 
supplementation are greatly compounded when forages comprise a major 
portion of the diet. 
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A general review of nitrogen metabolism in the rumen and discussion 
of some of the factors involved in regulating nitrogen utilization, with 
particular reference to forages, are presented in the following sections. 
Ruminai metabolism of dietary nitrogen 
Protein metabolism in the digestive tract of ruminants has received 
much attention in the past few decades. Innumerable research activities 
have been devoted to the subject and overviews of various aspects of it 
abound in recent literature (Baldwin and Denham, 1979; Smith, 1979; 
Tamminga, 1979; Huber and Kung, 1981; Owens, 1981; Owens and Bergen, 
1983). 
The process of protein utilization by the ruminant is perhaps best 
visualized by a schematic (Figure 1) originally presented by Satter and 
Roffler (1975). It demonstrates that when dietary protein enters the 
rumen, a variable proportion is degraded by microbially-produced enzymes 
with ammonia being the principal nitrogenous end product. Dietary forms 
of non-protein nitrogen, such as amino acids, nucleic acids and urea, on 
the other hand, generally undergo extensive degradation with near complete 
conversion to ammonia. Once liberated, the ammonia is then reincorporated 
by the bacteria into amino acids, proteins, and, eventually, new microbial 
cells. Passively exiting the rumen by accompanying the flow of digesta, 
the microbes, along with any undegraded dietary protein, represent the 
major sources of amino acids presented to the small intestine for 
absorption and utilization by the animal. 
The incorporation of ammonia into microbial protein is dependent upon 
a sufficient supply of carbon skeletons and fermentable energy. If such 
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Figin"e 1. l-ate of certain nitrogen compounds in the ruminant and 
synthesis of microbial protein (Adapted from Satter 
and Roffler, 19751 
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energy supplies are limited and rumen ammonia concentrations exceed the 
capacity for reincorporation, the excess is absorbed through the rumen 
wall and transported by the portal blood to the liver. There, it is 
mostly synthesized into urea and returned to the circulatory system. 
Urine provides the principal excretory route for blood urea, although a 
limited amount is recycled to the rumen by diffusion across the rumen wall 
and secretion in the saliva. 
The total quantity of protein available to the animal for absorption 
and metabolic use is thus equal to the sum of dietary protein escaping 
degradation and the amount of bacterial protein synthesized in the rumen. 
Of this total, the proportion contributed by rumen bacteria generally 
ranges from 40 to 80% (Owens and Bergen, 1983) and is dependent on several 
dietary and animal factors. As a proportion of their total intake, 
ruminants, such as non-lactating beef cows or heavy feedlot cattle have a 
relatively low protein requirement that can typically be met by microbial 
sources. Young growing ruminants (less than 250-300 kg) on the other 
hand, require greater percentages of dietary protein and are dependent on 
at least some escaped dietary protein in addition to the microbial protein 
if optimal growth rates are to be obtained. Among ruminants, overall, 
high-producing dairy cows in the early stages of lactation generally have 
the highest percentage requirement of dietary protein and, therefore, are 
dependent on relatively large quantities of undegraded dietary protein in 
addition to that obtained from microbial sources if their genetic 
production potential is to be achieved. 
From these examples, the fallacies involved in utilizing crude 
protein (N * 6.25) to evaluate animal requirements and formulate rations 
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are readily apparent. The consequence has been the development of several 
new protein systems which take into account the physiological and 
biochemical principles of the complicated digestive system of the ruminant 
(Roy et al., 1977; Fox et al., 1981; Satter, 1981; Trenkle, 1981; Waldo 
and Glenn, 1981; Waller et al., 1981). The shared goal of these systems 
is to quantify the protein absorbed from the small intestine as a measure 
of amino acid supply to the animal's tissues. Major differences exist 
among them, however, mainly in the numerical constants utilized to 
quantify various processes involved in digestion and metabolism. 
With the development and augmentation of the new, aforementioned 
protein systems, an immediate demand was realized for estimates of rumen 
degradability for the N in all types of feedstuffs. Consequently, the 
derivation of these estimates, along with the development and refinement 
of reliable methodology by which these estimates can be obtained, have 
been the topics of much recent research. Among the methods currently used 
for estimating ruminai N degradability are in vivo procedures, in vitro or 
enzymatic methods, the in situ bag technique, and solubility procedures. 
While only the bag technique will be discussed within this review, 
adequate overviews of it and the other procedures mentioned were presented 
in the Oklahoma State symposium (Owens, 1981). 
Factors influencing forage N utilization 
The extent to which consumed forage N is utilized for growth and 
production fay the ruminant is greatly dependent on the proportion of total 
N in the ration escaping ruminai degradation. If one accounts for the 5 
to 15% of the total forage N usually lignin-bound and indigestible, the 
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proportion of potentially digestible protein escaping the rumen observed 
for most fresh and harvested materials is generally in the range of 5 to 
55% (Nolan, 1975; Smith, 1975; Beever and Thomson, 1977). 
Values for degradability, however, are inexact estimates at best and 
may vary considerably for a given feed (Stern and Satter, 1981; Zinn and 
Owens, 1983). Factors associated with the feedstuff, as well as with the 
diet and feeding regime of the experimental animal, have all been shown to 
contribute to this variability. 
Animal and dietary effects 
The level of feed intake and its subsequent effect on retention time 
of ruminai digesta has been shown by several authors to markedly influence 
the extent of degradation of feed protein (Taraminga et al., 1979; Stern 
and Satter, 1981; Zinn and Owens, 1983). There is, however, some 
disagreement as to the extent to which degradation is influenced by 
incremental changes in intake. Zinn and Owens (1983) reported that each 
10% increase in feed intake of a high concentrate diet resulted in a 6.5% 
increase in ruminai escape of plant protein. Stern and Satter (1984) 
suggested that major changes in extent of protein degradation resulting 
from alterations in feed intake are most likely realized when feed intake 
levels are low (less than 1.0 to 1.5% of body weight). As dietary intake 
begins to exceed 2% of the animal's body weight, retention time in the 
rumen is decreased by rather small amounts in response to increased feed 
intake (Prange et al., 1980). Correspondingly, estimates of protein 
degradation, when derived by using a range of ruminai solids dilution 
rates that encompasses those typically observed in most dairy and feedlot 
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situations (.04, .05, .06 hr~^), exhibited only a modest decline (68.6 
to 62.6%) as dilution rate increased from .04 to .06 hr Ruminai 
retention time of dietary ingredients has also been observed to vary with 
diet (Tamminga et al., 1979), between animals (Balch and Campling, 1965), 
and between species (Church, 1976; Stern and Satter, 1981). 
In addition to level of feed intake, dietary composition also 
influences protein degradation. Cattle fed forage diets, as compared with 
those fed diets higher in concentrate, exhibit a greater rate and extent 
of ruminai protein degradation in vitro (Ganev et al., 1979), in situ 
(Lindberg, 1981b; Loerch et al., 1983a; Weakley et al., 1983) and in vivo 
(Weakley and Owens, 1983; Zinn and Owens, 1983). Loerch et al. (1983a) 
concluded that ruminai escape of soybean meal may be increased, 
approaching that of meat and bone meal when high concentrate diets are 
fed. Zinn and Owens (1983) obtained a ruminai escape value of 45% with 
soybean meal in steers fed an 85% corn diet compared to an escape value of 
24% in steers fed a 60% hay diet. Higher ruminai pH associated with 
forage-based diets may be partially responsible for these results because 
the optimum pH for most proteolytic and deaminating enzymes in the rumen 
is speculated to be between 6 and 7 (Tamminga, 1979). Alternatively, raany 
researchers have proposed that the greater capacity for ruminai cellulose 
digestion that occurs when diets high in roughage are fed would expose 
more protein for microbial attack when plant-derived protein supplements 
are utilized (Owens and Zinn, 1981; Loerch et al., 1983b; Weakley and 
Owens, 1983). In such instances, potential extent of protein degradation 
remains unaltered, yet overall utilization is compromised by a faster rate 
of ruminai digestion. 
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It should also be noted that ruminai degradation of amino acids is 
often disproportional to their concentration in dietary protein (Craig and 
Broderick, 1981; Stern and Satter, 1981); thus, in terms of chemical 
composition, protein escaping digestion in the rumen is not necessarily 
equivalent to that consumed in the ration. 
Indigenous factors 
With crude protein (CP) concentrations of 15 to 20% for legumes and 
10 to 20% for grasses (Lyttleton, 1973), the CP content in forages often 
exceeds the dietary CP requirements of the animal consuming it. 
Therefore, it is generally assumed that energy is the major limiting 
nutrient in terras of both milk and meat production. Recent research, 
however, has shown that under certain grazing situations, utilization of 
forage N is frequently wasteful (Kemp et al., 1979), and that 
supplementation of protein protected against ruminai degradation can 
improve productive output (Stobbs et al., 1977; Rogers et al., 1979; 
Minson, 1981). 
While these studies do lend support to the premise that forage N is 
extensively degraded in the rumen, it should be noted that most were 
conducted as spring grazing trials on improved pasture. Application of M 
fertilizer on such pastures could have increased the content of NPN in the 
forage and subsequently exacerbated the loss of forage N from the animal. 
Differences in the extent of N utilization also exist among plant 
varieties. In comparing perennial ryegrass (Lolium perenne) and white 
clover (Trifolium repens), MacRae and Ulyatt (1974) found a greater 
efficiency of N utilization with the legume. Demarquilly et al. (in Waldo 
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and Jorgensen, 1981) suggested that legumes have more ruminally 
undegradable protein than grasses. In the latter study, truly digestible 
feed protein escaping ruminai degradation was comprised 34% of the total 
protein in first-growth grass and 39% of that in first-growth alfalfa. 
Factors contributing to these differences are unclear. 
Some factors shown to promote greater proportions of ruminally 
undegradable protein and improved N utilization with certain forage 
species have also been identified. Trefoil (Lotus sp.) and sainfoin 
(Onobrychis viciifolia) contain condensed tannins, which upon 
disintegration of the plant material, such as during chewing, bind with 
forage proteins and render them insoluble (MacLeod, 1974). The 
tannin-protein complexes are stable within the pH range of the rumen, but 
dissociate at pH values less than 3.0 as would be found in the abomasum 
(Jones and Mangan, 1977). Barry and Manley (1984) observed a net gain of 
1.8 and 10.5 g/day of N across the rumen with low and high tannin trefoils 
versus a net loss of 3.7 and 2.1 g/day of N for perennial ryegrass and 
white clover, respectively. In related work. Lees et al. (1982) reported 
that bloat-safe legumes, such as trefoil, sainfoin, and cicer milkvetch 
(Astragalus cicer), exhibit either greater cell wall strength or stronger 
cell to cell adhesion than bloat—causing legumes. These structural 
characteristics act to slow ruminai release of intracellular constituents 
(including protein) thought to be responsible for bloat. 
Harvesting and storage 
Compositional changes in forage protein incurred during harvesting 
and storage, can dramatically alter the utilization of N by the ruminant 
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animal. Estimates for recovery of digestible N after harvest and storage 
as hay or silage range from oO to 88% depending on the method of 
conservation (Waldo, 1977), and the efficiency of N utilization could be 
expected to exhibit an even greater range. 
Alterations in the composition of forage N begin immediately post 
harvest when hydrolysis of the plant protein is initiated by activation of 
cytoplasmic enzymes. As much as 20% of the plant's total protein can be 
converted to non-protein N over a three-day wilting period (Kemble and 
Macpherson, 1954). The extent of conversion is largely dependent upon 
the rate of dehydration. If forage is ensiled directly after harvest, 
moisture levels are maintained and protein degradation is extensive. 
Proteolytic bacteria (including Clostridium spp.) are major contributors 
to this process, because they multiply rapidly during the early stages of 
fermentation. Silages conserved in this manner may contain as much as 60% 
of the retained N in the form of non-protein N. Wilting prior to 
ensiling, along with rapid attainment of a pH of less than 4.3 
(Macpherson, 1952), will limit the extent of proteolysis. Animal response 
to the extensive degradation of plant protein that occurs in direct-cut 
silages has been reviewed by Waldo (1977) and Beever et al. (1977). 
Ruminai escape of dietary protein in unwilted grass silage is reportedly 
minimal, averaging near 15% (Beever et al., 1977). Retention of N (% of 
ingested) in one study was -2.4% in sheep fed direct-cut silage versus 
26.2% in sheep fed the same forage wilted prior to ensiling (Durand et 
al., 1968). 
Potentially adverse effects on the availability of forage N by 
ruminants can also arise when the moisture content is too low in ensiled 
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material or too high in material conserved as hay. Conditions such as 
these are conducive to the proliferation of thermogenic bacteria and fungi 
which extensively metabolize available plant nutrients. The heat evolved 
from these events is the principal cause of protein damage through a 
condensation reaction involving amino acids and sugar residues. This 
reaction, known as the Maillard or non-enzymatic browning reaction, 
renders protein indigestible (Van Soest, 1982). Evidence of this reaction 
is indicated by increased quantities of residual N after extraction with 
acid detergent solution (acid detergent insoluble N; ADIN; Goering and Van 
Soest, 1970). 
Thomas et al. (1982) presented an excellent review of the effects of 
heat damage on protein utilization, suggesting that a high correlation 
exists between the concentration of ADIN and digestible N (r> .9). High 
levels of ADIN were also reported to adversely affect the utilization of 
absorbed N. In contrast, the results of some studies have indicated that 
low levels of heat damage may improve animal response through slower rates 
of protein degradation despite slight reductions in apparent protein 
digestibility (Beever et al., 1976; Goering, 1976; Merchen and Satter, 
1983). Van Soest and Sniffen (1984) proposed a somewhat novel explanation 
for this phenomenon. They suggested that the insoluble matter escaping 
the rumen may serve as a harvesting device for rumen bacteria through 
exchange and attachment, and that the increased proportion of microbial 
washout could easily reconcile the differences in observed performance. 
Artificial heating, if closely regulated, does seem to have potential 
for improving forage N utilization. It halts proteolysis, denatures 
soluble proteins, and enhances the formation of linkages resistant to 
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ruminai degradation (Van Soest, 1982). Such alterations, in combination 
with the beneficial effects of pelleting on ruminai turnover rate, are 
thought to be responsible for the 15 to 20% decrease in ruminai 
degradation sometimes shown with pelleted, dehydrated alfalfa when 
compared to either alfalfa hay, alfalfa silage (Stern and Satter, 1984) or 
soybean meal (Rock et al., 1983). 
In recognition of the extensive loss of utilizable nutrients that can 
occur during the harvesting and storage of forages, numerous chemicals 
have been evaluated for their potential as silage preservatives. Waldo 
(1977) and Thomas (1978) offered reviews of some of those evaluated. 
Because of their ability to improve DM recovery, animal intake, and the 
efficiency of DM and N utilization, formic acid and formaldehyde, 
individually or in combination, have perhaps received the greatest 
attention. Formic acid acts to immediately lower pH whereas formaldehyde 
restricts further fermentation. Formaldehyde has also long been known"to 
form reversible, pH-dependent complexes with proteins that are resistant 
to microbial degradation both in che silo and the rumen. In summarizing a 
number of experiments, Waldo (1977) reported that treatment with these 
chemicals, either individually or in combination, improved daily gain in 
cattle from 42 to 165% over untreated, direct cut or wilted silages. 
Similar improvements, however, have not been realized in milk production. 
The application of anhydrous ammonia to corn silage prior to ensiling 
is another chemical treatment which has been shown to enhance nitrogen 
utilization by the ruminant. Ammoniation of corn silage has been shown to 
not only improve soluble N content, but also to increase the quantity of 
insoluble digestible N (Huber et al., 1973; Huber et al., 1979; Lomas and 
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Fox, 1982). Similar effects might be predicted with ammoniation of 
forages, but little research information is available that directly 
addresses this particular aspect. 
Forage Fiber: Relationship of Nutritional Quality to 
Chemical Composition and the Kinetics of Ruminai Digestion 
Fibrous feeds, consisting of grazed pasture, harvested forages, and 
crop residues, comprise from 60 to 90% of the total feed units consumed 
each year by ruminant animals in the United States (Griffith, 1978). The 
utilization of these fibrous feeds is facilitated by complex relationships 
between the animal, the microorganisms that inhabit its rumen, and the 
material consumed. 
When forage is consumed, the significance of the plant's role in 
these interactions is largely dependent on compositional factors which 
dictate the maximum quantity of nutrients available for animal use. 
Evolved to protect the plant against the physical and chemical insults of 
its environment, these factors, along with acceptable methods for their 
isolation, have been the principal focus of numerous investigative 
studies. 
Highly water-insoluble, and degradation-resistant cell wall (CW) 
components are chiefly responsible for maintenance of the plant's 
structural integrity, with particular involvement of cellulose, 
hemicellulose, and lignin fractions. Pectin, protein, waxes, cutin and 
minerals are components also associated with CW but are somewhat more 
soluble and extractable. 
Of the structural components, lignin is by far the least degradable, 
with ruminai degradation generally being less than 5% (Van Soest, 1982). 
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As a substituted, phenyl-propane polymer, lignin forms cross-linkages with 
cellulosic components, primarily hemicellulose (Morrison, 1979), thereby 
reducing the digestibility of these fractions as well. Lignin content is 
directly related to forage digestion, and its removal usually produces 
marked increases in CW degradability (Harkin, 1973; Pigden and Heaney, 
1969). Since lignin affects only availability of the CW and not cell 
solubles (Van Soest, 1957), grasses with low lignin content but high CW 
concentrations can be less digestible than legumes possessing higher 
lignin concentrations but lower CW concentrations. Lignification, and 
subsequently digestion, generally exhibit less variation in legume CW than 
in the CW fraction of grasses (Van Soest, 1975). 
Despite lignins role as the principal regulator of digestibility, the 
structural carbohydrates, i.e., cellulose and hemicellulose, also contain 
substantial amounts of indigestible substances (Dehority et al., 1962; 
Sullivan, 1966; Pigden and Heaney, 1969; Wilkins, 1969; Waldo et al., 
1972). For cellulose, this is somewhat contradictory to its concept as a 
monomer of S-1,4-pyranosidic chains of glucose. Factors thought to be 
involved in affecting its availability include cross-linkages with lignin, 
the degree of plant silicification and cutinization, and perhaps, 
intrinsic properties such as crystallinity (Van Soest, 1982). 
Contrasted to cellulose, hemicellulose is much more heterogenous and 
diverse in structure, consisting of varying proportions of xylose, 
arabinose, galactose, glucuronic acid and other sugar and 
modified-carbohydrate residues. Its digestibility, particularly within 
the same plant, is related to that of cellulose and negatively related to 
lignification. Also, it is more closely associated with lignin than any 
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other polysaccharide fraction (Sullivan, 1966; Morrison, 1979). Like 
cellulose, heraicellulose exhibits variability in nutritive value 
independent of lignification. Xylan and uronide fractions of 
hemicellulose are among the most poorly digested CW components (Van Soest, 
1982) and may be partly responsible for the variations in nutritive value 
observed with increasing maturity (Pigden and Heaney, 1969) and among 
varying plant structures (Bailey, 1973). Grasses generally exhibit higher 
concentrations and different types of hemicelluloses than those found in 
legumes (Gaillard, 1965). The greater hemicellulose content accounts for 
the higher concentrations of CW in grasses and to some extent, their lower 
intake relative to legumes (Van Soest, 1973). 
Chemical composition versus nutritive value 
The insoluble matrix formed by linkages between lignin and structural 
carbohydrates is perhaps closest to what could be considered "true fiber". 
In more popular contexts, however, fiber is generally interpreted to be 
the entire CW structure. From a nutritional standpoint, the development 
of a modern concept of dietary fiber requires consideration of several 
additional factors. Included among them are identification of the 
constituents, methodology by which quality-related constituents can be 
determined, and the influence of fiber upon utilization of non-fiber 
components. 
Adequately defining dietary fiber and the methodology of its chemical 
determination pose problems which cannot be separated. The crude fiber 
method, which is the oldest and most recognized fiber technique, is one 
such case in point. When originally conceived, crude fiber supposedly 
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represented the truly indigestible portion of the diet. In reality, 
however, it recovers neither indigestible fractions nor all fibrous 
substances, as lignin is partially dissolved during alkali extraction and 
heraicellulose is partially solubilized by both acid and alkali extraction 
(Van Soest, 1957). 
Numerous attempts have been made to develope a chemical method of 
fiber fractionation which would achieve the initial premise of the crude 
fiber method; that is, the separation of dietary components into 
digestible and indigestible fractions. The complex nature of the plant CW, 
however, has, to a great degree, thwarted these efforts. Lignin has been 
the component most critically examined in this regard, due to its high 
indigestibility and influence on the availability of other fiber 
components (Sullivan, 1965; Pigden and Heaney, 1959; Raymond, 1959; 
Harkin, 1973). Despite its influence, however, as previously noted, other 
indigestible substances associated with the structural carbohydrate 
fraction must be considered. 
Van Soest's neutral detergent fiber procedure (Van Soest and Wine, 
1958), though far from ideal, is perhaps the best chemical method 
presently available for separating plant components into nutritionally 
significant fractions. Extraction in neutral detergent results in the 
separation of plant components into a highly available fraction (cellular 
contents) and a fraction of limited availability (cell walls). The high 
availability of cellular contents has been consistently demonstrated by 
the Lucas test of nutritive uniformity (Lucas, 1964; Van Soest, 1957). 
These results, along with the high correlation of cellulose and 
hemicellulose digestibility with lignification, allows for the development 
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of a summative system of estimating the digestibility of forages (Van 
Soest, 1967). The method entails assumption of complete availability of 
non-CW components, subtraction of an estimate of metabolic fecal loss as a 
percentage of intake, and an adjustment for indigestible CW based on 
lignification or other means of evaluating CW quality. 
Combining chemical composition and estimates of availability 
As an alternative to the use of empirical formulas for relating plant 
composition to nutrient availability, several workers have employed a 
combination of both chemical and in vitro methods for assessing fiber 
utilization (Gill et al., 1969; Wilkins, 1969; Smith et al., 1971, 1972; 
Mertens, 1973; Cross et al., 1974; Darcy and Belyea, 1980; Mertens and 
Loften, 1980; Robles et al., 1980; Cherney et al., 1983). The in situ bag 
technique (Uden et al., 1974; Van Hellen and Ellis, 1977; Lindberg, 1981a, 
1981b; Lindberg and Knutsson, 1981; Uden and Van Soest, 1984), as well as 
in vivo methods (Poppi et al., 1981; Smith et al., 1983) have also been 
used in similar evaluations. In vitro and in situ methods of forage 
evaluation are attractive because they are somewhat less labor-intensive 
than in vivo techniques; but like chemical methods, they fail to take into 
account the effect of varying rates of passage on fiber utilization. 
Despite their limitations, however, in vitro and in situ studies have 
greatly enhanced comprehension of the mechanisms involved in regulating 
forage utilization by allowing the addition of the extra dimension of 
availability to compositional data. 
Data typical of that obtained with in vitro or in situ methods for 
fiber disappearance are depicted in Figure 2; two curves are presented. 
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representative of a grass and a legume. During the early stages of 
substrate exposure, digestion is slow to initiate resulting in what is 
referred to by Mertens (1977) as digestion lag. Factors responsible for 
lag may be partly related to the methodology used, although Mertens (1977) 
reported that substrate-related factors have also been observed. After 
the lag phase, digestion proceeds at a relatively rapid pace for 
approximately 6 to 12 h, slowing somewhat after that. Digestion generally 
becomes asymptotic within 48 to 72 h, and an indigestible fraction 
remains. The greater extent of fiber digestion usually observed with 
grasses versus legumes is largely attributable to the lower lignin 
concentration in grass CW than in legume CW at comparable maturities 
(Smith et al., 1972; Mertens, 1973). Additional factors which influence 
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Figure 2. Cumulative disappearance curves of CW digestion typically 
observed for grasses and legumes with in vitro or in situ 
studies 
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Cell wall digestion kinetics 
When originally derived, there was much interest in using cumulative 
digestion curves to obtain rates of fiber digestion which could be related 
to forage quality. In most reports, the quantity of digested material was 
either divided by time, or the total curve fitted to some polynomial 
equation. Rates and digestion coefficients obtained in this manner, 
however, generally had little biological meaning. Waldo (1959), citing 
previous observations by Wilkins (1969) and others that not all cellulose 
in a plant was potentially digestible, suggested that while the total 
cellulose in feeds did not appear to follow any meaningful model of 
digestion kinetics, the potentially digestible fraction of cellulose might 
tend to follow first-order kinetics. Gill et al. (1969) tested this 
theory and obtained linear, semilogarithmic plots indicating that 
first-order kinetics were, in fact, descriptive of ruminai cellulose 
digestion. 
The model later proposed by Waldo and his co-workers (1972) for 
cellulose digestion in the rumen has been the basis for most ensuing 
studies of fiber digestion kinetics. It rests on three main assumptions: 
1) the existence of two fiber pools, one completely digestible, and the 
other completely indigestible; 2) the rate of degradation of the 
digestible fraction is equivalent to a first-order reaction; and 3) the 
rate of passage of ingesta out of the rumen is equivalent to that of a 
first-order reaction. Support for these assumptions has been presented in 
numerous papers, most of which are listed by Wechsler (1981) and Mertens 
and Ely (1982). The model, which predicts ruminai cellulose fill per unit 
of intake (F), is: 
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F = DQ exp[-(k^+k2)t] + I expC-k^t] (1) 
where DQ= the digestible cellulose pool at t=0, 1= the indigestible 
cellulose pool, k^= cellulose digestion rate, cellulose 
passage rate, and t= time. Thus, both digestion rate (k^) and passage 
rate (k^) influence the quantity of potentially digestible cellulose 
in the rumen, while the indigestible fraction is a function of rate of 
passage only. In addition, the model does not allow for a lag phase, and 
assumes the digestible cellulose pool (D^) is a uniform fraction. For 
application to batch in vitro or in situ systems where fiber cannot escape 
fermentation, the model can be simplified to; 
R = I + DQ exp[-k^t] (2) 
where R= mass of fiber residue at any time greater than 0. 
Mertens (1977) refined the in vitro model (equation 2) somewhat by 
incorporating a component for lag time and dividing the potentially 
digestible fraction into a fast-digesting component and a slow-digesting 
component to account for the minimal degree of digestion occurring some 
time after 48 to 72 h. The equations for this model are as follows: 
R = I + F exp[-k^(t-L)] + S exp[-k^(t-L)] for t>L (3) 
R = I + F + S for t<L (A) 
where F and S are fast- and slow-digesting fractions, respectively, k^ 
and k^ are fractional rate constants for the fast- and slow-digesting 
fractions, respectively, and L is the discrete lag time. The model is 
supported by work of Akin and his co-workers (Akin et al., 1974; Akin and 
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Amos, 1975; Akin, 1979), who noted that vegetative tissue types could be 
grouped into fast, slow or indigestible categories. 
More recently, Mertens and Ely (1979) expanded upon Mertens' original 
model, incorporating it into a dynamic model of fiber digestion in the 
entire ruminant digestive tract. The model incorporates the processes of 
digestion, particle size reduction, ruminai escape and intestinal passage 
into a single model that predicts digestibility and size of fiber pools in 
each digestive tract segment. Integrated models of forage digestion in 
the entire ruminant tract have also been introduced by Baldwin et al. 
(1977) and Beever (1978). Like Mertens and Ely's model (1979), Beever's 
(1978) requires input of fiber components partitioned by ease of microbial 
attack, while the model of Baldwin et al. (1977) basically utilizes 
component inputs derived by chemical analysis. 
Regardless of what model is chosen, it is now generally accepted that 
the dynamic processes of CW digestion can be conceptually divided into 
three components which may vary among forages. These include the size of 
the potentially digestible fraction, rates of digestion, and digestion 
lag. Like total forage quality, each of these parameters will be 
influenced by numerous intrinsic and extrinsic factors. Upon reviewing 
past work in this area, Mertens and Ely (1982) identified several factors 
that seem to influence these components, but also emphasized the need for 
additional research on this topic. 
Potential extent of digestion 
Of the three components involved in CW digestion, Mertens (1977) has 
shown that size of the potentially digestible fraction has the greatest 
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influence on forage digestibility. This parameter varies among different 
plant tissues (Akin, 1979) and is related to intrinsic factors such as 
chemical composition and crystallinity. 
Lignin has been the compositional factor most frequently implicated 
in limiting the extent of CW digestion (Smith et al., 1972; Cross et al., 
1974; Ford, 1978; Darcy and Belyea, 1980). Consistent relationships 
between lignin content and the indigestible CW fraction have been 
demonstrated; forage degradation generally proceeds until the lignin to 
carbohydrate ratio of the CW residue is near 1:1.4 (Van Soest, 1982). 
Smith et al. (1972) observed correlations of .78 and higher between lignin 
and CW indigestibility after 72 h. Furthermore, the results of 
morphological work by Akin et al. (1974) and Akin and Amos (1975) 
indicated that plant tissues having high concentrations of lignin 
exhibited the greatest degree of indigestibility. Because silica may act 
like lignin in some plants (Van Soest and Jones, 1968), it too may 
function to limit potential extent of digestion. 
Intrinsic factors, such as crystallinity, may also play a role in 
determining CW digestibility. Caufield and Moore (1974) observed that 
degradation of crystalline cellulose by fungal cellulases was less than 
that of amorphous cellulose. Additional evidence for a relationship 
between crystallinity and CW digestion is that crystallinity is diminished 
by both ballmilling and alkali treatment (Van Soest, 1982), resulting in 
increased potential CW digestibility (Dehority et al., 1962; Berger et 
al., 1979; Lau and Van Soest, 1981). Alkali treatment also improves 
digestibility through the solubilization of ester linkages between lignin 
and cellulosic side chains (Lau and Van Soest, 1981). 
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The proportion of potentially digestible CW can also be adversely 
affected by heating through action of the Maillard or non-enzymatic 
browning reaction. During this process, soluble sugars, along with sugar 
residues associated with hemicellulose, are aromatized, making the 
carbohydrates indigestible and part of the lignin complex (Van Soest, 
1965). 
Ideally, the proportion of potentially digestible CW should be 
influenced only by factors intrinsically associated with the plant 
material. Under practical feeding situations, however, the extent of CW 
digestion is affected by numerous exogenous factors such as variations in 
rate of passage of ingesta and shifts in microbial populations in the 
rumen. 
Rate of digestion 
Unlike the variations observed in size of the potentially digestible 
CW fraction, it is feasible that factors related not only to the plant, 
but also to the microbes, and to the animal as well, have the potential 
for altering fractional rates of CW digestion. Of additional importance, 
is the fact that the rate of digestion is inversely related to the 
proportion of CW that is potentially degradable. 
Because different forages exhibit varying rates of CW digestion 
(Smith et al., 1971, 1972; Mertens, 1973; Cherney et al., 1983), it is 
apparent that some characteristic inherent to the plant sets the upper 
limit at which degradation may proceed. None of the chemical constituents 
generally measured have shown consistent relationships with digestion rate 
(Smith et al., 1972); therefore, it could be concluded that either 
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chemical composition does not affect CW digestion rate or present chemical 
and physical methods do not measure the characteristics that control it. 
It is also possible that the methods by which rates are currently 
determined have, in actuality, little biololgical basis or relationship to 
the processes involved. 
Morphological differences may also be involved in the control of the 
rate of digestion. Workers in both the United States and Canada (.4kin et 
al., 1974; Akin and Amos, 1975; Lees et al., 1982) have reported varying 
digestion rates for different tissue types. Different morphological 
structures were also observed to be attacked by bacteria at different 
rates, which may suggest that the fragility of plant-tissue structures and 
the area exposed by particle breakdown may be important factors in 
controlling digestive rate. 
In a similar fashion, the degree of crystallinity of cellulose and 
hemicellulose molecules may also be related to CW degradation rate 
(Mertens, 1977). Crystalline arrangement allows the cellulosic monomers 
to pack tightly together, thus reducing the amount of surface area exposed 
and accessible to enzymatic attack. The amount of surface area available 
for microbial attack does seem to be related to rate of digestion, as 
reductions in particle size result in increases in degradation rate 
(Dehority et al., 1962; Robles et al., 1980). 
Since microbially-produced enzymes are responsible for fiber 
digestion, it would follow that when conditions in the rumen are less than 
ideal for proliferation of cellulolytic bacteria, the efficiency of fiber 
digestion would suffer. Only in a relatively few studies, however, has 
the variabiity in degradation rate been directly examined. Reduced fiber 
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digestibility was attributed by El-Shazly et al. (1961), Little et al. 
(1970), and Martinez and Church (1970) to limiting amounts of nitrogen, 
minerals and trace compounds. It is unclear, however, as to whether the 
observed reductions were in fact due to depressed rates of digestion. 
Changes in the rate of ruminai turnover may also be a regulating factor 
(Harrison et al., 1976) because a slower mean generation interval for 
cellulolytic microorganisms, relative to starch digesters, could result in 
a reduction in their total numbers, and ultimately, a lowered rate of GW 
degradation. Somewhat related to these effects are the varying rates of 
CW digestion between species, as well as between ruminai and cecal 
contents reported by Uden and Van Soest (1984). 
Another factor known to influence the ratio of microbial species in 
the rumen is ruminai pH (Russell et al., 1979). When ruminai pH is 
reduced below 6, either by chemical manipulation or dietary 
supplementation with grain, cellulase activity is severely restricted 
(Stewart, 1977; Mould and Orskov, 1983; Mould et al., 1983). 
Digestion lag 
Although the exact causes of digestion lag are not thoroughly 
understood, it is reasonable to suggest that several factors have the 
potential for influencing the initial stages of digestion. Among those 
noted by Mertens and Ely (1982) are morphological differences in forages 
and factors associated with the rumen ecosystem. 
Because forages differ in discrete lag time when inoculated with the 
same media and incubated under the same conditions (Mertens, 1973), it can 
be concluded that due to some inherent characteristics, forages must 
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differ in the rate of hydration or in the rate of chemical or physical 
alteration that is requisite for digestion to proceed. Of immediate 
concern may be the removal of physical or chemical inhibitors ; work by 
Brazle and Harbers (1977) indicates that the epidermal layer is the 
initial barrier to CW degradation. Swelling via hydration may also be 
needed to facilitate close approximation between the enzymes and fiber 
molecules. 
Microbial factors which could influence digestion lag include the 
development or generation of sufficient bacterial numbers for enzyme 
production at levels that are not limiting. Since Akin (1979) has shown 
that some fibrous tissues require attachment of microbes before fiber 
degradation can commence, perhaps rate of attachment may also influence CW 
digestion lag. Another potential microbial influence is the retardation 
of cellulolytic activity by an increase in readily fermentable 
carbohydrates in the rumen. Mertens and Loften (1980) reported trends 
toward increasing digestion lag when starch was added to in vitro 
incubations. 
The In Situ Bag Technique: Its Use and 
Factors Affecting Results Obtained 
As previously noted, assessment of the extent of ruminai degradation 
of dietary constituents is often utilized to predict the total quantity of 
nutrients available to the animal for absorption and assimilation. 
Ideally, such estimates should be obtained in vivo; however, in vivo 
methods are, in general, very costly, labor-intensive, and limited in 
scope. As a result, many simpler and more versatile procedures capable of 
yielding results comparable to those obtained in vivo have been proposed. 
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An in situ procedure, commonly referred to as the nylon or dacron bag 
technique, is one procedure that has gained general acceptance as a method 
of measuring ruminai digestion of feed material. In recent years, it has 
been most frequently used to measure the disappearance of N from 
feedstuffs and protein sources in order to achieve some ranking of their 
relative resistance to ruminai degradation. By monitoring digestion over 
the interval of ruminai incubation, the technique can also be used to 
estimate rates of digestion for various feed components, which in turn, 
can be incorporated into dynamic, mathematical models of digesta flow and 
disappearance. 
The in situ bag technique involves the placement of feed material in 
bags constructed of synthetic fabric and suspending the bags in the rumen 
of a fistulated animal. After a period of incubation, the bags are 
removed, washed, and the quantity of residual DM determined. Residual 
feed material within the bag also may be recovered for analysis of 
nutritive components. Commercially available nylon and dacron fabrics 
have been used in the production of bags in most studies. Pore sizes 
among these fabrics, however, tend to be somewhat variable. Some workers 
(Van Hellen and Ellis, 1977; Weakley et al., 1983; 'Jden and Van Soest, 
1984) used bags constructed of controlled porosity materials, such as 
Acropore membranes (Gelman Instrument Co., Ann Arbor, MI); but the cost of 
such materials is too prohibitive to allow extensive use. Nylon bolting 
cloth, a material used for screening in the flour milling industry, has 
also been recommended for bag construction (Heidker and Behnke, 1983) 
because of its uniform pore size and wide range of available porosities. 
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Origins of the bag technique can be traced back to work of Reaumur in 
the mid 1700s, who used a perforated, brass capsule to assess the 
digestibility of leaves in sheep (Hungate, 1966). Administered as an oral 
bolus, the capsule was later recovered either from the feces or by 
slaughtering the animal. Development of the in situ, bag technique as is 
commonly used today, is generally attributed to a group of South African 
workers (Quin et al., 1938), who used bags of silk suspended in the rumen 
of sheep to assess the disappearance of various roughages and 
concentrates. 
In most bag digestion studies, the procedure has been used primarily 
as a single-stage technique. A few workers, however, have incorporated a 
second-stage consisting of either incubation in a solution of .2% pepsin 
in .IN HCl (Aerts et al., 1977; Playne et al., 1978; Cruz, 1983) or 
extraction with neutral detergent solution (Uden et al., 1974; Van Hellen 
and Ellis, 1977). It is the contention of Osbourn and Terry (1977) and 
Goering and Van Soest (1970) that in addition to an estimate of cell wall 
degradation, a second stage using a solvent or enzyme to solubilize 
protein is essential to the accurate prediction of feed utilization by the 
ruminant. 
The bag technique has been used for studying the digestibility of DM 
in forages and roughages (Van Keuren and Heinemann, 1962; Monson et al., 
1969; Neathery, 1969; McManus et al., 1972; Quinton, 1972; Uden et al., 
1974; Lindberg, 1981a; Mould and Orskov, 1983) and concentrates (Bailey 
and Hironaka, 1970; Tigroid et al., 1972; Nordin and Campling, 1976; 
Mehrez and Orskov, 1977; Orskov and Greenlaugh, 1977; Stern et al., 1978a, 
1978b; Lindberg, 1981a, 1981b). As noted previously, the technique has 
gained recent popularity as a means of estimating the extent of ruminai M 
degradation in protein supplements (Mehrez and Orskov, 1977; Crawford et 
al., 1978; Ganev et al., 1979; Orskov and McDonald, 1979; Mathers and 
Miller, 1981; Loerch et al., 1983a, 1983b; Weakley et al., 1983; Zinn.and 
Owens, 1983) as well as in complete diets (Nocek et al., 1979; and Stern 
and Satter, 1984). Several investigators have also used dacron or nylon 
bags to obtain estimates of ruminai cell wall disappearance (Uden et al., 
1974; Van Hellen and Ellis, 1977; Lindberg, 1981a, 1981b; Lindberg and 
Knutsson, 1981) and cell wall digestion rate (Varga and Hoover, 1983; Uden 
and Van Soest, 1984). 
Because it measures the response of feed constituents to the actual 
rumen environment, the bag technique is generally considered superior to 
in vitro or chemical methods for deriving estimates of certain nutritional 
characteristics. It is because of this fact too, however, that the 
procedure is more susceptible to animal variation than are the laboratory 
techniques. Furthermore, unlike most traditional procedures utilized for 
nutritive evaluation of feedstuffs, the bag technique has been 
standardized to only a minimal degree. Thus, numerous sources of 
potential variation exist and should be considered prior to its use. 
Several of these variables and their observed effects on results obtained 
with the bag technique are outlined in the following sections. 
Bag pore size 
The pore size (mean aperture diameter) of fabric used for bag 
construction has been shown by several workers to influence the extent of 
substrate degradation (Uden et al., 1974, Van Hellen and Ellis, 1977; 
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Nocek et al., 1979; Lindberg and Knutsson, 1981; Lindberg and Varvikko, 
1982; Weakley et al., 1983; Uden and Van Soest, 1984). In general, as 
pore size increases from 10 to 75 microns, a concomitant increase in 
apparent digestibility is also observed. Such a response is considered to 
be mainly due to increasing capacity for influx of digesting agents, 
although a greater propensity for particulate matter to wash out of the 
bag may also be a factor. 
Increasing pore size may also allow for a greater influx of rumen 
contents into the bag and thus cause underestimation of DM digestibility. 
Van Hellen and Ellis (1977) reported substantial increases in inflow with 
pore sizes greater than 5 microns and noted that the contents of bags 
incubated 48 h in situ with a pore size of 100 microns exhibited a 50% 
increase in NDF content over that originally present in the bag. In other 
studies, however, where bags with pore sizes ranging from 25 to 52 microns 
were used (Playne et al., 1978; Mehrez and Orskov, 1977; Weakley et al., 
1983), infiltration of rumen contents into the bags ranged from near zero 
to less than 2% of the initial sample weight. 
Some workers (Uden et al., 1974; Nocek et al., 1979; Cruz, 1983) 
observed gas accumulation in bags with pore sizes ranging from 20 to 35 
microns, which resulted in limited in situ digestibility. Similar 
findings, however, have not been reported in studies when bags with very 
small pore sizes, i.e., less than 5 microns, were used (Van Hellen and 
Ellis, 1977; Weakley et al., 1983). Weakley et al. (1983) suggested that 
this may be due to dietary differences as the abrasive action of fibrous 
material in roughage-fed animals may remove obstructions such as 
particulate matter or bacterial slime from pores of small—pore fabrics. 
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In partial consideration of this phenomena, Orskov et al. (1981) 
recommended the use of fabrics with pore sizes in the range of 30-100 
microns. Pore diameters within this range should be large enough to 
prevent accumulation of gas in the bags, yet small enough to keep 
particulate flux to a minimum. 
Substrate particle size 
Another factor which is related to bag pore size is the effect of 
sample structure or particle size on apparent DM digestibility. 
Increasing particle size can help reduce the loss of particulate matter 
from the bag (Playne et al., 1978; Lindberg and Knutsson, 1981). Too 
large of a particle size, however, tends to depress rates of degradation 
(Mohamed and Smith, 1977) and interferes with sampling precision. 
Figroid et al. (1972), Nocek et al. (1979) and Lindberg (1981a) have 
noted large differences in disappearance of substrate with varying 
particle size. Significant differences, however, were not found by Van 
Keuren and Heinemann (1962) or Playne et al. (1978). These discrepancies 
may be due to differences in the pore size of the fabric used for bag 
construction or in period of incubation. Lindberg (1981a) observed that 
coarse particles had a greater depressing effect on DM disappearance at 
shorter incubation intervals. Conversely, too small of a particle size 
(less than 0.6 mm), particularly with cereals, may promote clumping and a 
subsequent decrease in substrate degradation (Figroid et al., 1972). 
Lindberg (1981a) recommended use of substrates ground through a 1-mm 
screen when bags with a pore size of 10 microns are used. Uden and 
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Van Soest (1984), on the other hand, warned against use of finely ground 
samples (screens less than 2 mm) because of excessive particulate losses. 
Sample size:bag surface area 
The ratio of sample weight to bag surface area influences 
disappearance of substrate DM (Uden et al., 1974; Mehrez and Orskov, 1977; 
Van Hellen and Ellis, 1977; Playne et al., 1978; Lindberg, 1981a; Cruz, 
1983; Uden and Van Soest, 1984). Uden et al. (1974) reported that 
2 increasing sample size from 6.5 to 50 mg/cm of bag surface area 
decreased cell wall digestibility in guinea grass from 54 to 38% after 48 
h of incubation. Lindberg (1981a) observed only small differences in DM 
disappearance from nylon bags when sample size was increased from 5 to 10 
2 2 
mg/cm of bag surface area. Increasing sample size to 15 mg/cm 
did result, however, in decreased DM disappearance from 10-micron 
pore-size bags. Varying sample size was observed to have little effect on 
N disappearance with hay, but did tend to alter release of N from 
concentrates. 
The effect of sample size on DM disappearance may also be dependent 
on other factors such as bag pore-size and length of incubation. Cruz 
(1983) reported that differences noted between bags having sample weight 
2 to surface area ratios of 20, 40 and 60 mg/cm and incubated for 12-24 
h, where not apparent when incubation was prolonged to 48 h. 
Van Hellen and Ellis (1977) and Lindberg (1981a) suggested that for 
2 
most bag studies, a sample size of 10 mg/cm or less is preferred. 
2 Orskov et al. (1981), however, proposed Chat sample sizes of 20 mg/cm 
or less will yield acceptable results in most investigations. 
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Period of incubation 
The length of time during which bags containing samples are exposed 
to the rumen environment may also have a direct effect on the extent to 
which various feed components are degraded. In studies with roughages, 
Neathery (1969) and Playne et al. (1978) obtained little further digestion 
of DM past 72 h of incubation. Also, the time required for maximal 
disappearance of DM to occur varied considerably among forages. Plant 
cell contents, however, were generally solubilized within the first 12-14 
h of digestion. 
Due in part to their lower CW content, concentrates are degraded much 
more rapidily in situ than are forages or roughages. Disappearance of dry 
matter in concentrates often exceeds 90% within the first 24 to 36 h of 
incubation (Tigroid et al., 1972; Mehrez and Orskov, 1977; Lindberg, 
1981a, 1981b). 
Rather than attempting to select ideal incubation intervals for 
various feedstuff classes or components, a preferable alternative may be 
to use multiple periods of incubation and obtain estimates of rate of 
degradation. Such rates would provide a more accurate assessment of the 
response of the sample to the rumen environment, plus they could be 
incorporated into mathematical models for prediction of intake (Varga and 
Hoover, 1983), cell wall utilization (Mertens, 1977) or bypass N (Fox et 
al., 1981; Zinn and Owens, 1983). 
Diet of fistulated animal 
Orskov et al. (1981) suggested that when using the nylon bag 
technique, rumen conditions should be such that substrates are available 
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for maximal microbial activity. This would suggest that the diet fed to 
the animal be similar, if not identical, to the contents of the bag. 
Unfortunately, this is not always feasible. Also, the response of 
individual feedstuffs or nutritive components to varying ratios of dietary 
concentrates and roughages may be of greater practical significance. 
Increasing amounts of dietary starch have long been recognized to 
adversely affect cellulose digestion both in vivo and in vitro (Abou 
Akkada and El-Shazly, 1958; El-Shazly et al., 1961; Conrad et al., 1956). 
Recently, similar findings have been reported using nylon bags (Lindberg, 
1981b); cell wall digestion in hay was depressed 8-10 percentage units by 
increasing the barley content of the ration from 30 to 70%. Mould and 
Orskov (1983) have also used in situ bags to independently study the 
effects of altering ruminai pH and dietary starch on cellulose 
degradation. 
Dietary differences may also influence protein utilization. Schoeraan 
et al. (1972) observed a more rapid disappearance of N from protein 
supplements in nylon bags when high roughage diets were fed to the 
fistulated animal than when diets high in grain content were fed. Results 
of studies by Ganev et al. (1979), Lindberg (1981b), Loerch et al. 
(1983a), and Weakley et al. (1983) tend to support this hypothesis. Other 
investigators (Van Keuren and Heinemann, 1962; Neathery, 1969) have 
reported that in situ degradation of forages is influenced by the type of 
forage fed. In comparing legume versus grass hay alone or in combination, 
Playne et al. (1978) concluded that maximal rates of fiber digestion in 
situ were obtainable only when grass hay comprised a portion of the diet 
fed to the fistulated animal. 
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Other factors 
Additional factors which may alter the results obtained with the bag 
technique include animal (including species) variation (Tigroid et al., 
1972; Mehrez and Orskov, 1977; Weakley et al., 1983; Uden and Van Soest, 
1984), location within the rumen (Balch and Johnson, 1950; Haynes, 1959; 
Van Keuren and Heinemann, 1962; Tigroid et al., 1972), and rinsing 
procedure (Van Dyne, 1962; Van Keuren and Heinemann, 1962; Tigroid et al., 
1972; Mehrez and Orskov, 1977; Weakley et al., 1983). Additionally, if N 
disappearance is of primary interest, particularly when fibrous materials 
are examined, contamination of sample residues by adherent bacteria may 
result in underestimation of N disappearance (Lantham et al., 1973; Akin, 
1979; Mathers and Aitchison, 1981). 
The effect of these factors on in situ disappearance of DM and other 
nutritive components varies considerably among the studies reported. 
Therefore, their potential for influencing data obtained under varying 
experimental conditions should always be recognized, if not assessed. 
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EXPLANATION OF DISSERTATION FORMAT 
This dissertation is presented in the alternate format, as outlined in 
the Iowa State University Graduate College Thesis Manual. Use of the 
alternate format allows for the preparation of independent sections, each 
for submission to a scientific journal. 
Two separate papers have been prepared from the data collected from 
research performed to partly fulfill requirements for the Ph.D. degree. 
Each paper is complete in itself and has an introduction, materials and 
methods, results and discussion, and bibliography. The closeness of the 
subject matter of the two papers allowed a general summary to be prepared. 
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PART I. INFLUENCE OF MATURITY AND PHYSICO-CHEMICAL TREATMENT 
ON KINETICS OF ALFALFA NITROGEN AÎ^D CELL WALL 
DISAPPEARANCE FROM RUMINALLY-INCUBATED DACRON BAGS 
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INTRODUCTION 
The crude protein content of forages often exceeds animal 
requirements in many production systems. Its soluble nature and sometimes 
high proportions of non-protein nitrogen make it susceptible, however, to 
excessive ruminai losses by means of microbial degradation (MacRae and 
Ulyatt, 1974; Beever et al., 1976; Mangan and West, 1977). Evidence of 
these losses are the benefits obtained in animal performance when 
preservatives are used to protect plant proteins against microbial 
degradation in the silo (Waldo, 1977), or when dietary supplements 
containing protein protected against ruminai degradation are offered to 
animals grazing lush pasture (Stobbs et al., 1977; Minson, 1981). 
Cellular constituents account for much of the nitrogen (N) present in 
forages, and being encased in rigid, ligno-cellulosic structures, their 
exposure to the digestive action of rumen is largely dependent on cell 
wall (CW) rupture. Mechanical disruption due to chewing accounts for some 
of this damage, causing the release of 33 to 68% of the cellular soluble 
protein present in red clover (Reid et al., 1962). Susceptibility to 
mechanical damage does vary, however, as bloat-safe legumes tend to be 
more resistant than bloat-causing species to mechanical disruption (Lees 
et al., 1982), thus potentiating a slower release of foam producing 
agents. Microbial degradation of plant CW is also a major contributor to 
the release of cellular contents, and in this regard as well, bloat-safe 
legumes offer a greater resistance than do bloat-inducing species to 
enzymatic attack (Howarth et al., 1978). 
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Since soluble proteins have been implicated as the foaming agents 
largely responsible for pasture bloat (Jones and Lyttleton, 1972; Clarke 
and Reid, 1974; Howarth et al., 1977), the proposed interelationship 
between the incidence of bloat and differential rates of CW degradation 
also yields valuable insight into possible mechanisms involved in 
regulating forage N utilization. Slower rates of exposure of nitrogenous 
components to ruminai digestion should act to enhance incorporation of 
plant N into microbial cells and possibly promote greater amounts of plant 
N escaping ruminai degradation. Also, differential rates of CW digestion 
have been reported among various plant tissue types (Akin and Amos, 1975; 
Cheng et al., 1980); hence, differences in protein composition and content 
among cell types could influence ruminai utilization of plant N. 
Corroborating evidence for a relationship between rate of CW digestion and 
release of forage N constituents has been presented by Lindberg (1981), 
who noted high correlations (r=.88-.96) between rate of N and neutral 
detergent fiber disppearance in situ for three types of hay. 
To further discern the potential existence of a relationship between 
CW degradation and ruminai disappearance of forage N, the following study 
was undertaken. It involved examination of the kinetics of in situ 
digestion of alfalfa N and CW, and the influence of maturity and 
physico-chemical treatment on the kinetic parameters associated with 
digestion. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Alfalfa used in this study was first-cut material harvested at three 
stages of maturity: early bud (E), first bloom (M), and seed pod (L). 
Time between harvests was approximately 20 days between stages E and M and 
32 days between M and L stages. The forage was hand-harvested, packed in 
dry ice in the field, and then stored at -20 C until it could be 
freeze-dried. Once dried, all maturities were ground through a 2-mm 
screen; aliquots were either treated with 10% NaOH (A), heated at 150 C 
for 4 h (H) or left unaltered (C). Alkali treatment consisted of mixing a 
known quantity of 10% NaOH solution with dried ground forage and letting 
it stand overnight in a closed container. The mixture was then heated for 
6 h at 60 C and freeze-dried afterward. This process was chosen because 
it resulted in optimal increases in digestible CW along with N fractions 
that exhibited initial resistance to ruminai degradation in preliminary 
investigations. 
Bags used in this study were constructed of dacron polyester 
(Marvelaire White, N. Erlanger, Blumgardt and Co., Inc., New York, NY) 
having an average pore size of 52 microns. Bag seams were double-stitched 
and sealed with Instant Vinyl glue (Tainter Bros. Dist., Sioux City, lA) 
to prevent particulate loss through needle holes. During construction, 
all cut edges were singed in a candle flame to prevent fraying. 
After insertion of approximately 3 gra of one of the treatment-
maturity substrate combinations, extra material at the top of each bag 
(approximately 3.5 era) was folded over and the bag sewn closed. This left 
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an internal dimension of 9 x 11 cm and a sample weight : exposed bag 
2 
surface area ratio of 15 mg/cm . 
Suspension of bags in the rumen was accomplished by stringing the 
looped portion of the bag onto detachable rings of 9.5 ram tygon tubing 
filled with lead pellets. Rings were 13-15 cm in diameter and weighed 
approximately 260 gm. Nine bags, one from each treatment group, were 
affixed to each ring. 
Three mature, fistulated steers, weighing approximately 600 kg, were 
used for bag incubation. Rings were placed in the ventral portion of the 
rumen in each, but were not tethered, thereby allowing some movement about 
the rumen. During incubation trials, animals were fed long alfalfa hay at 
1.5% of their body weight per day, with portions offered at 6 h intervals. 
Bags were incubated for periods of 0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 24, 48 and 72 
h; one ring of bags was inserted for each incubation period. Introduction 
of bags into the rumen was done in reverse order, allowing all bags to be 
removed at once and minimizing variation associated with the washing 
process that followed. Bags were placed in ice water after removal from 
the rumen, then washed under running water until rinsates were clear. 
Following overnight refrigeration at 4 C, the washing process was 
repeated. This washing method was adopted because of the reported effect 
of chilling on removal of adherent bacteria from rumen-incubated 
substrates (Dehority and Grubb, 1980; M. Craig, Department of Dairy 
Science, Louisiana State University, personal communication). After 
washing, all bags were dried for 48 h at 50 C and DM recovery was 
determined. The complete incubation process was replicated three times 
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over a two-week period; residues from replicated bags within each animal 
were composited to allow sufficient material for N and CW analysis. 
Prior to analysis, samples of original substrates and digested 
residues were ground through a 1-mm screen. Concentrations of CW in all 
samples were analyzed as neutral detergent fiber (Goering and Van Soest, 
1970). Acid detergent fiber, acid detergent insoluble N, lignin (Goering 
and Van Soest, 1970), ether extract and ash (AOAC, 1980) were also 
determined on the original substrates. Nitrogen was determined by 
micro-Kjeldahl digestion, with potassium sulfate and selenium catalysts 
and automated analysis of digests (AOAC, 1980). Recoveries of CW and N 
for each period of incubation were expressed as percentages of those 
originally present in each bag. 
Kinetic parameters associated with the disappearance of CW and N 
fractions from bags were estimated from a one-pool version of Mertens' 
(1977) discrete lag model of CW digestion; 
R = +3 if t > L 
R = A + B  i f  t  <  L  
where 
R = component residue at time t 
A = potentially digestible component fraction (% of total) 
B = indigestible component fraction (% of total) 
k = fractional disappearance rate constant (-/h) 
L = discrete lag time (h). 
Modifications of the model by Wechsler (1981), which allow estimation of 
both digestion and lag functions from a single formula, were also 
incorporated. Model estimates of residual potentially digestible CW and N 
fractions, rate constants (k) and discrete lag times were obtained by 
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fitting recovery data to the model, using nonlinear regression analysis 
(SAS, 1982). Parametric estimates were examined by analysis of variance; 
effects evaluated included treatment, maturity, and their interaction. 
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RESULTS 
Effects of maturity and heat or alkali treatment on chemical 
composition of the alfalfa used in this study are presented in Table 1. 
All values except ash are expressed as a percentage of organic matter to 
better depict effects of the alkali treatment process. 
As expected, advances in forage maturity resulted in trends toward 
greater concentrations of lignin and cellulosic fractions and reductions 
in the content of N, ether extract and ash. Trends observed are largely 
attributable to declines in leaf:stem ratios that occurred with later 
harvest dates, as well as increasing lignification. 
Compared with the control material, forage treated with alkali 
exhibited notable changes in several chemical constituents. Among fibrous 
components, alkali-induced alterations in neutral detergent fiber content 
were varied and seemed dependent on stage of maturity. Concentrations of 
acid detergent fiber, on the other hand, exhibited small, but consistent 
increases across all maturities. Cause of these alterations is uncertain 
but may be related to denaturation of cellular contents by the 6-hour 
heating period utilized as part of the alkali treatment process (Danley 
and Vetter, 1971; Yu, 1978). Content of ether extractable material was 
also markedly altered; concentrations in alkali-treated forages were 
approximately one-third those noted in untreated forages. Similar results 
have been reported by Lamm et al. (1979) with alkali-treated wastes, in 
which decreases in ether extract were attributed to formation of 
ether-insoluble soaps. 
Table I. Chemical composition of initial alfalfa treatment-maturity combinations 
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Heating the lyophilized, ground alfalfa for 4 h at 150 C resulted in 
large increases in CW constituents (neutral and acid detergent fibers and 
lignin) and acid detergent insoluble N. These responses were probably the 
result of non—enzymatic browning (Van Soest, 1965) because early maturity 
forage, containing relatively large quantities of potentially denaturable 
cellular constituents, were more severely affected than alfalfa harvested 
at later maturities. 
Over the course of the study, it was found that bags incubated in the 
rumen for 72 h were often difficult to wash becasue of plugging of the 
fabric pores. Several of these bags also exhibited values for DM 
disappearance that were less than those obtained with bags incubated for 
48 h. Consequently, data obtained from all 72-h bags were omitted from 
analysis with the regression model. 
Loss of DM from the bags caused by exposure of substrates to the 
digestive action of the rumen and the washing process that followed 
resulted in the partitioning of the CW and N in each of the 
maturity-treatment combinations into three fractions: 1) soluble and 
particulate losses of DM extracted by the washing process and assumed 
highly digestible (XD); 2) bag residual matter determined potentially 
digestible by the kinetic model (RD); and 3) bag residual matter 
determined by the kinetic model to be indigestible (ND). Extracted (XD) 
CW and N fractions were determined as the differences between initial CW 
and N content and the amounts of CW and N recovered in Time 0 bags. 
Distribution of CW and N among these three fractions, as observed 
with each treatment-maturity combination, is graphically represented in 
Figure 1. When analyzed as a percentage of the initial CW and N present, 
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Figure 1. Distribution of N and CW fractions for early bud (E), first 
bloom (M), and seed pod stage (L) alfalfa as influenced 
by alkali or heat treatment 
significant (P<.05) treatment, maturity, and treatment x maturity effects 
were found for each fraction whether associated with N or CW. 
With regard to effects on CW distribution, forages treated with 
alkali and heat exhibited greater amounts of CW extracted from the bags by 
the Time 0 washing process. Observed differences are believed caused by 
excessive particulate losses with hea .ed substrates and in Trt A, to 
partial solubilization of the artifact CW produced by the alkali treatment 
process. When compared to Trt C, alkali treatment also resulted in 
increased proportions of RDCW and declines in the percentages of NDCW. In 
contrast, treatment with heat depressed the percentages of RDCW but due to 
increases in XDCW, caused little change in the proportions of indigestible 
CW (NDCW). Trends toward declining percentages of XDCW and RDCW with 
corresponding increases of NDCW were prevalent with advancing maturity. 
Differing responses in NDCW and RDCW fractions with heated material and in 
XDCW with alkali-treated forage to advances in maturity, were largely 
responsible for the interactive effects noted between treatment and 
maturity for the various CW fractions. 
Distribution of N among the three fractions was most markedly altered 
by heat treatment as approximately one-fourth of the apparently digestible 
N present (XDN and RDN) was rendered indigestible. When compared to the 
untreated material, alkali treatment also resulted in a shift of N from 
the water-extractable fraction (XDN) to RDN in early maturity forage (Trt 
AE), but this trend was reversed in seed pod stage material (Trt AL), with 
shifts of N from bag residues (RDN) to XDN. Advances in maturity were 
associated with decreasing percentages of RDN and increasing proportions 
of NDN. Water-extractable N ()(DN) declined with maturity in control and 
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heated forages, but increased in alkali-treated material. Differential 
responses in RDM with Trt A and in NDN with Trt H due to advancing 
maturity also were responsible for significant (P<.05) maturity x 
treatment effects. 
The rates of disappearance (k) for the RDCW and RDN fractions, and 
estimates of discrete lag time derived by the kinetic model for each 
treatment-maturity combination are shown in Table 2. Coinciding with the 
altered composition of chemical constituents previously noted, forages 
treated with heat (Trt H) exhibited prolonged lag times and marked 
depressions in disappearance rate. Estimates obtained were similar for 
both N and CW parameters, suggesting that artifact CW formed by 
heat-induced condensations between N and other cellular constituents nay 
have also influenced digestion of true CW. Fractional rates of RDCW and 
RDN disappearance determined for alkali-treated materials were 
intermediate to those derived with unaltered and heated forages. 
Differences noted were probably caused by two separate phenomena: 
increases in digestible fiber (RDCW) pool size; and reduced initial 
availability of residue N (RDN) for release. 
Although dependent on treatment, disappearance rates generally tended 
to decrease with maturity whereas estimates of lag tended to increase. 
Among the kinetic parameters evaluated, lag estimates exhibited the 
greatest degree of variation; hence, few statistical differences (P<.05) 
were found among the various treatment-maturity combinations. Nitrogen 
disappearance from bags also proved more variable than disappearance of 
CW. 
Table 2. Estimates of in situ rate of disappearance of potentially 
digestible CW and N fractions (-k) and digestion lag times as 
influenced by alkali or heat treatment across varying alfalfa maturities 
Control Alkali^ Heated^ 
c 
i:'' M*"' l/ K M I, K M L LSD 
Cell wall 
-k, .167 .155 .132 .133 .094 .081 .045 .055 .055 .042 
lag, h .61 .67 1.35 1.11 .94 1.36 2.26 1.78 5.12 1.87 
Nitrogen 
-k, .386 .314 ,287 .189 .161 .192 .038 .059 .045 .201 
lag, h .27 .30 .65 2.03 1.30 1.51 2.69 2.01 3.67 1.41 
®10% HaOH. 
^150 C for 4 hours. 
jl.east significant difference, (P<.05). 
Early bud stage. 
I^l'irst bloom stage. 
Seed pod stage. 
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DISCUSSION 
In attempting to correlate rates of N and CW disappearance, an 
initial concern was the physical differences that exist between N and CW 
constituents and their influence on kinetic estimates obtained via an in 
situ technique. Disappearance of CW fractions, except for minimal 
particulate losses, would be expected to closely approximate true 
degradation, whereas N disappearance could result from not only 
degradation but also from diffusion of soluble N out of the bag. In order 
to partially rectify these differences, an exhaustive washing procedure 
was incorporated for removal of all immediately soluble or available N. 
Hence, after the Time 0 washing process, loss of any additional substrate 
N was assumed to be associated with CW disruption. 
The extensive losses of N resulting from the washing process were 
also initially disturbing, but eventually deemed inconsequential. Since 
the overall objectives of the study focused on the forage material 
remaining within the bag and the interactive processes associated with its 
disappearance, any prior loss of dr-y matter is mainly a qualitative 
characteristic of the initial forage substrate. Nevertheless, the 
proportions extracted may, in fact, have some biological significance 
because they fall well within the observed 33 to 68% range of soluble 
protein liberated by mastication of ingested forage (Reid et al., 1962). 
The nutritive availability of these extracted fractions, while not 
determined, were initially assumed quite high. Yet, given the low 
digestibility of the heated forages (Trt H), and their large proportion of 
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extracted, particulate N (unpublished data; see Appendix B, Table Bl), 
availability of the XD fractions of heat-treated forage are likely less 
than that assumed for control and alkali-treated substrates. 
From examination of the alterations in chemical composition and 
responses in kinetic estimates, it is apparent that neither CW nor N 
degradation were independently affected by the heat or alkali treatments. 
Consequently, coincidental changes in rates of N and CW disappearance in 
treated substrates were more likely treatment-mediated rather than due to 
some intrinsic relationship existing between the two constituents. Valid 
comparisons between rates of N and CW digestion, therefore, were 
obtainable only with the unaltered, control materials through examination 
of relative changes in rate as maturity advanced. In examining the 
effects of maturity on disappearance rate, however, only trends can be 
discussed because no significant differences (P<.05) were apparent within 
treatment for the rates of N or CW, except for Trt AE versus Trt AL. 
Rates for N disappearance in untreated materials were generally 2.1 
to 2.3 times greater than those noted for CW. Considering histological 
relationships, such differences would be expected because small degrees of 
CW degradation could potentially result in the release of relatively large 
quantities of N. Somewhat closer ratios of CW:N disappearance may have 
been obtained had harvested forages been dried either artficially or 
naturally as soluble leaf proteins tend to undergo permanent precipitation 
with mild heating and dehydration (Van Soest, 1982). Disappearance ratios 
for N and CW did, in fact, approach 1:1 in heated forages, suggesting that 
condensation products between amino groups and carbohydrate fractions, 
which were subsequently analyzed as NDF, offered similar resistance to 
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digestion and/or escape from the bag. Such products may also have limited 
access of microbial enzymes to true CW, thus limiting their rate of 
degradation as well. 
In untreated substrates, rates of CW disappearance declined with 
advancing maturity and similar trends were noted with N. Since alfalfa 
leaves have been reported to change very little in chemical composition or 
digestibility with plant maturation (Terry and Tilley, 1964; Albrecht, 
1983; Wilraan and Altimimi, 1984), the observed decreases in disappearance 
rate may be due to differential rates of N and CW disappearance for leaf 
and stem materials. Nitrogen content of leaves is usually twice that 
found in stems (Lyttleton, 1973) and is mainly concentrated in mesophyll 
tissue (Brazle and Harbers, 1977), which is a very rapidly degraded 
cell-type (Akin, 1979). Stems, in contrast, consist of single layer of 
N-rich epidermal cells, with lignified vascular and cortex tissue 
comprising the bulk of the remaining DM (Esau, 1977). Relatively small 
quantities of N, present as the extracellular, lamellar protein extensin 
(Bailey, 1973), are found associated with fibrous, structural tissues. It 
is possible that this particular N source may have contributed to slower 
rates of N disappearance noted with advancing maturity in untreated 
forage. Van Soest and his co-workers (Pichard and Van Soest, 1977; Van 
Soest et al., 1981) have reported rates for insoluble, rumen-degradable N' 
fractions in some forages which approached those more typical of CW. With 
respect to the influence of plant-tissue type, more rapid rates of CW 
digestion for leaves versus stems have been reported in grasses (Poppi et 
al, 1981; Cherney et al., 1983). Robles et al. (1980), however, observed 
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very little difference in in vitro rates of CW disappearance between 
leaves and stems from alfalfa. 
Despite the imposed interactions by treatment on rates of CW and N 
disappearance which precluded any valid assessment of their relationship, 
treatment with alkali and heat did result in several parametric shifts 
which could markedly alter the extent of forage utilization. These shifts 
and their potential for alteration of nutrient availability were assessed 
through substitution of CW kinetic estimates obtained for each treatment 
group into Mertens' (1977) dynamic model of CW digestion. The model, 
after adaptation to consider the potentially digestible fraction as a 
single component, allowed estimation of apparently digestible DM values 
across a range of ruminai turnover rates (.02 - .06 h~^). Table 3 
lists the estimates obtained. 
The effects of alkali treatment on DM utilization, as predicted by 
Mertens' model, are similar to those previously reported by Pigden et al. 
(1966) with in vitro studies. Digestibility, overall, tended to be 
improved by treatment, with the greatest response being obtained in later 
maturity materials. Increased quantities of potentially available 
hemicellulose in these substrates are likely accountable for such a 
response. The approximate 5 to 8 percentage unit increase predicted for 
the late maturity forage is somewhat lower than might be expected with 
mature grasses, but is nearly identical to the improvement of in vivo and 
in vitro digestibilities reported by Klopfenstein et al. (1972) with 
alfalfa stems treated with 4% NaOH. 
Digestible DM predictions obtained for heat-treated substrates were 
markedly lower than those obtained for untreated materials; decreases 
Table 3, Predicted dry matter digestibility values as influenced by ruminai 
turnover rate for alfalfa maturity-treatment combinations 
M a t u r i t y ;  D a r l y  ^  M i d ^  L a t e ^  
Treatment 
,  h .02 .04 .06 .02 .04 .06 .02 .04 .06 
Control 76.2 73.9 72.1 64.1 61.5 59.3 54.4 51.4 49.1 
Alkali^ 77.3 72.8 69.2 68.2 64.1 61.0 62.0 57.6 54.5 
Heated 59.7 51.8 46.9 51.0 44.0 39.5 40.6 34.7 31.0 
^Early bud stage. 
First bloom stage. 
Seed pod stage. 
10% NaOH. 
*^150 C for 4 hours. 
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ranged from 13-25 percentage units. Of the reductions noted, heat-induced 
increases in quantity of indigestible CW and N constituents could account 
for only about one-third to one-half of the predicted depressions in 
digestibility. Additional decreases noted were assumed mainly due to slow 
rates of N and CW digestion and prolonged periods of digestion lag. The 
magnitude of the effects of digestion rate and lag on DM utilization is 
particularly evident in changes that occurred in digestibility of heated 
versus control substrates as ruminai turnover rates increased. Such 
observations emphasize the fact that while N utilization in heat-damaged 
forages is often given primary consideration, DM digestibility, and the 
subsequent utilization of plant energy, may also be seriously affected. 
In addition to the previously noted improvement in DM digestibility, 
alkali treatment also resulted in alterations of several other parameters 
which collectively could act to enhance utilization of forage N, The 
alterations, observed mainly in early maturity material, included: a 
reduction in water-extractable N, a slower rate of N disappearance, and a 
longer lag time. Acting synergistically, these modifications could result 
in more efficient incorporation of degraded forage N into microbial 
protein, and greater quantities of plant N escaping ruminai digestion and 
being presented to the lower tract for digestion and absorption. 
A possible clue to the cause of these alterations was the observed 
reduction in ether-extractable DM noted with alkali-treated forage. 
Insoluble-soap formation, resulting from reactions between Na and 
lipo-protein fractions in plant material, could account for the observed 
resistance to solubilization and microbial degradation. Another potential 
factor involved in these alterations was the 5-h heating period to which 
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the alkali-forage mixture was subjected. Evidence of the heating effect 
was the slight increase in acid detergent insoluble N content noted with 
alkali-treated material. 
To obtain some objective measure of the extent of improvement in 
forage N utilization capable with either alkali or heat treatment, 
estimates of the various N fractions and disappearance rates of those 
fractions determined potentially degradable were substituted into the 
rumen submodel of the Cornell Net Protein System (Van Soest et al., 1982). 
Estimates obtained from the model, expressed as percentage of initial 
protein escaping ruminai degradation, were 2, 6, and 16% for early 
maturity control, alkali and heated treatments, respectively. Although 
somewhat lower than expected, these values do give a relative indication 
of the potential capacity for improved N utilization, provided the protein 
which is not ruminally degraded is available for absorption in the lower 
digestive tract. It should be noted, however, that the Cornell model does 
not account for improvements in microbial utilization of plant N which may 
result from slower rates of N degradation. 
In conclusion, estimates of kinetic parameters associated with the 
disappearance of alfalfa CW and N from ruminally-incubated dacron bags 
were influenced by both maturity and physico-chemical treatment. Changes 
noted in kinetic estimates caused by advancing forage maturity correspond 
with the typical declines noted in animal utilization when increasingly 
mature forages are fed. Heating of the forage substrates for 4 h at 150 G 
caused shifts in kinetic estimates that would indicate marked reductions 
in animal utilization of forage DM. Treatment of alfalfa with 10% NaOH, 
on the other hand, yielded kinetic estimates that would indicate possible 
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improvements in the utilization of both forage CW and N. Alterations in 
kinetic estimates noted with treated forages were primarily a function of 
the treatment imposed; therefore, assessment of an intrinsic relationship 
between release of forage N and CW degradation was limited to the 
estimates obtained with untreated forage. In this material, rates of N 
disappearance were generally twice those derived for CW, and the degree of 
decline noted in each with advancing forage maturity was similar. These 
observations are indicative of an interaction between ruminai release of N' 
and CW degradation in forages, although additional research is needed to 
quantitatively verify the observed correlations. 
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PART II. INFLUENCE OF MORPHOLOGICAL ORIGIN AND DIET OF 
FISTULATED ANIMAL ON KINETICS OF ALFALFA NITROGEN 




The results of recent studies have indicated that an interaction 
exists between ruminai release of cellular constituents and the rupture 
and degradation of cell wall (CW) components in some forages. Howarth and 
his co-workers (Howarth et al., 1978; Fay, 1980; Howarth et al., 1982; 
Lees et al., 1982), through investigations into factors associated with 
incidence of pasture bloat, have noted that release of the protein 
fractions implicated as causal agents of bloat (Jones and Lyttleton, 1972; 
Howarth et al., 1977) is dependent on structural strength and integrity of 
plant cell walls. Additional findings supportive of such an interaction 
are reported by Lindberg (1981) who found high correlations (r=.88-.96) 
with hay between rates of N and CW disappearance in situ. 
These observations imply that rates of CW degradation may ultimately 
influence the efficiency with which plant N is utilized for growth and 
productive purposes in the ruminant animal. It has been well established 
that cell walls do not influence the total availability of cellular 
constituents in forages (Van Soest, 1967), yet cell walls may act to limit 
initial rates of release of N and other cytoplasmic components, thereby 
preventing the excessive losses of N that often occur when feed N is 
extensively degraded in the rumen (Satter and Roffler, 1975). 
Intrinsic properties associated with plant material are primary 
regulators of rate of fiber digestion. Among grasses and legumes, 
differing rates of CW digestion have been associated with various tissue 
types (Akin, 1979; Cheng et al., 1980), and plant parts (Robles et al., 
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1980; Poppi et al., 1981; Cherney et al., 1983). Varying content and 
composition of protein within these respective structures and cell-types, 
therefore, could possibly alter utilization of plant N. 
High concentrations of dietary starch, resulting in lower ruminai pH 
and impeded cellulolytic activity, also alters the rate of ruminai fiber 
digestion (Abou Akkada and El-Shazly, 1958; El-Shazly et al., 1961; Conrad 
et al., 1966). Few studies, however, have directly addressed the 
influence of high-concentrate diets on N utilization in forages. The 
results of several in situ (Schoeman et al., 1972; Ganev et al., 1979; 
Lindberg, 1981, Loerch et al., 1983; Weakley et al., 1983) and in vivo 
(Zinn and Owens, 1983) studies with vegetable protein supplements have 
indicated that rates of ruminai protein degradation are slower when 
low-fiber diets are fed to experimental animals than when diets high in 
fiber are consumed. Zinn and Owens (1983) observed that ruminai 
degradation of soybean meal increased from 57% in animals consuming an 80% 
concentrate diet to 76% when diets contained 60% roughage. Weakley et al. 
(1983) proposed that the higher levels of ruminai cellulolytic activity 
that occur when diets high in fiber are fed allow more rapid exposure of 
protein to microbial digestion. 
The purpose of the present study was to quantitatively evaluate, 
through assessment of digestion kinetics, the relationship between the 
disappearance of alfalfa N and CW from dacron bags during ruminai 
incubation. Rates of disappearance obtained with mixtures of alfalfa 
leaves and stems incubated in animals fed either a high concentrate or 
high roughage diet were used to assess the interrelationship. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Second-cut alfalfa was hand-harvested at tenth-bloom stage, frozen in 
dry ice, and stored at -20 C until it could be freeze- dried. Following 
drying, leaves and stems were separated by hand, and portions from each 
were combined into a 50:50 ratio mixture. All forage groups were 
subsequently ground through a 2-mm screen. 
Bags used for ruminai incubation were constructed as previously 
described (Farquhar, 1985) with an internal dimension of 14 x 12 cm. Each 
bag contained 5 g of forage material, resulting in a sample weight : 
2 
exposed bag surface area ratio of 14.9 mg/cm . 
For suspension in the rumen, two bags of each forage substrate were 
affixed to weighted loops of tygon tubing (Farquhar, 1985) and placed in 
the ventral portion of the rumens of two mature, 600-kg fistulated steers. 
The bags were incubated for periods of 0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 14, 24, 40 and 50 h; 
one ring of bags was inserted at each incubation period. Regimes for 
insertion, removal and washing of bags were the same as those previously 
described (Farquhar, 1985). 
During the experiment, the steers were fed either an 85% concentrate 
diet (Table 1) or chopped alfalfa hay with free choice minerals. Daily 
consumption of diets was fixed at 1.5% of the animal's body weight, and 
portions were fed at three—hour intervals from automatic feeders. A 
21-day diet adaptation period preceded initiation of incubation studies. 
After removal and washing, bags were dried at 60 C for 48 h and DM 
recovery determined. The complete incubation process was replicated twice 
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Table 1. Composition of grain diet fed fistulated steers 
during in situ incubation studies 
Ingredient 
Corn, cracked (IFN 4-02-931) 75.00 
Alfalfa hay, ground (IFN 1-00-059 14.00 
Molasses (IFN 4-04-696) 6.00 
Soybean meal (IFN 5-04-604) 3.40 
Calcium carbonate (IFN 6-01—070) .86 
Dicalcium phosphate (IFN 6-01-080) .40 
Salt (IFN 6-04-152) .30 
Vitamin A (IFN 7-05-143) .02 
Trace mineral premix .02 
^Dry matter basis. 
over a one-week period. Residues from replicate bags on each ring were 
composited to allow sufficient material for CW and N analysis. 
Prior to analysis, samples of original substrates were ground through 
a 1-mm screen, whereas digested bag residues were pulverized in a small 
electric coffee mill. CW concentrations in all samples were determined as 
neutral detergent fiber (Goering and Van Soest, 1970). Acid detergent 
fiber, acid detergent insoluble N, and lignin (Goering and Van Soest, 
1970) were also determined on the original substrates. Micro-Kjeldahl 
digestion with potassium sulfate and selenium catalysts, and automated 
analysis of digests (AOAC, 1980) were used for N determinations. 
Recoveries of CW and N were expressed as percentages of those originally 
present in bags. 
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Kinetic parameters associated with CW and N disappearance from bags 
were estimated from a one-pool version of Mertens' (1977) discrete lag 
model of CW digestion. Modifications of the model by Wechsler (1981) 
which allow estimation of both digestion and lag functions from a single 
formula were also incorporated. Model estimates of insoluble but 
potentially digestible CW and N fractions, rate constants (k) and discrete 
lag times were obtained by fitting recovery data with nonlinear regression 
analysis (SAS, 1982). Parametric estimates were statistically evaluated 
by analysis of variance; effects examined included forage substrate, diet, 
and their interaction. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Concentrations of fiber and N fractions associated with each forage 
substrate are presented in Table 2. Observed compositions of leaf and 
stem material compared favorably with reported values for freeze-dried 
material (Albrecht, 1983). Concentrations for components of the leaf/stem 
mixture approached the median of component values of leaf and stem 
substrates. 
Table 2. Concentration of nitrogen and detergent fiber fractions 
in alfalfa leaves, stems and leaf/stem mixture 
Item Leaves Mix Stems 
NDF^, % of DM 21.36 41.15 60.48 
ADF^, % of DM 14.56 31.60 49.07 
Lignin, % of DM 2.60 6.41 10.06 
Nitrogen, Z of DM 4.20 2.94 1.78 
ADIN^ 
% of DM .23 .29 .25 
% of total N 5,38 9.72 14.18 
fNeutral detergent fiber. 
Acid detergent fiber. 
Acid detergent insoluble nitrogen. 
During the initial phases of the study, bags incubated in one of the 
fistulated animals (Steer A) for longer than 4 h contained fibers from the 
animal's hair coat. This study was the first in which automatic feeders 
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were used with these animals, and it was speculated that aggressive 
behavior at the feed bunk may have led to abrasion of hair off the 
animal's neck and into the bunk. Residues recovered from bags incubated 
in this animal, consequently, had to be individually inspected and any 
hair present, manually removed. In cases when hair was found, it was 
frequently lodged in clumps of residue and difficult to remove. Hence, a 
small, coffee mill was used to grind the bag residues because it yielded 
adequate reductions in particle size while keeping hair breakage to a 
minimum. 
Plugging of fabric pores noted with bags incubated for 72 h in the 
previous study (Farquhar, 1985) was not apparent during this 
investigation. Bags incubated in steers fed the high-grain diet, however, 
were prone to some gas accumulation. 
As was the case in previous studies (Farquhar, 1985), nearly half the 
forage N initially present was extracted by the bag-washing procedure that 
followed ruminai incubation. Plant N, consequently was partitioned into 
three fractions: 1) N initially extractable by washing and assumed 
immediately available for ruminai degradation (XDN); 2) residual substrate 
N, unextracted by the washing procedure but determined potentially 
digestible by the kinetic model (RON); and 3) unextracted N determined 
indigestible by the kinetic model (NDN). Distributions of XDN, RDN, and 
NDN across forage substrates and as influenced by basal diet are presented 
in Figure 1. CW distributions, partitioned in a similar manner (XDCW, 
RDCW, and NDCW), are, likewise, presented in this figure. 
Proportions of XDN across plant substrates were similar, ranging from 
48.9% of the total N in leaves to 53.52 with stems. When fractional 
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Figure 1. Distribution of N and CW fractions for leaf, stem, and leaf/ 
stem (50:50) mixture as influenced by ruminai incubation in 
hay- or grain-fed animals. (———) denotes initial CW content 
of leaf and nixed substrates 
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contributions by stem material increased, estimates of RON, expressed as a 
percent of total N, declined (leaf, 45.5%; mix, 41.4%; stem, 34.2%) with 
concomitant increases in NDN fractions. Although differences in 
distribution among the three N fractions due to diet were small, they were 
significant (P<.01). Except for slightly greater quantities of XDN with 
leaf material, fractional estimates derived in this study were similar to 
the distributions of N noted with early, mid, and late maturity alfalfa in 
the preceding study (Farquhar, 1985). 
The distribution of CW fractions varied somewhat from previous 
observations, particularly in respect to the proportions of initial CW 
that were extracted by the washing process (XDCW). In previous work 
(Farquhar, 1985), 6-10% of the CW in whole plant alfalfa was lost from 
bags during washing, which was considered reasonable because of bag pore 
size and particle size of the alfalfa. In the present study, CW recovery 
after washing averaged 111% for leaf material and 101% for the leaf/stem 
mixture and stems. Cause for this over-recovery of CW is not immediately 
known, but is believed to have resulted from denaturation of cellular 
constituents, originally soluble in neutral detergent, by the 48-h (60 C) 
drying process that followed washing. Conversion of water soluble 
carbohydrates and other cellular constituents into fractions analyzed as 
neutral detergent fiber by low—temperature drying has been reported in 
alfalfa leaves by Yu (1978) and in corn plant material by Danley and 
Vetter (1971). While conversions of this nature, which cause little 
increase in artifact lignin, are considered to have nominal influence on 
extent of CW digestion, they could induce errors when plant 
characteristics are quantified on the basis of initial CW content. 
Because of the over-recovery of CW in residues incubated for short 
periods of time ( < 4-8 h), derivation of RDCW fractions were overestimated 
in several instances, with leaf material being the most obvious. 
Correction of these estimates to 100% CW recovery at Time 0 would yield 
RDCW values for leaves in the range of 75-80% which would closely 
approximate the sum of the digestible fractions previously noted 
(Farquhar, 1985) with early—bud stage alfalfa. The RDCW values of 45-50% 
noted with the mixed substrate and 36-42% found with stems also correlate 
well with digestible CW estimates for first-bloom and seed-pod stage 
materials. 
As with N, basal diet had a significant (P<.001) effect on CW 
distribution, as depressions in RDCW estimates ranged from 4 to ô 
percentage units when the high-grain diet was fed. Mertens and Loften 
(1980) reported depressions in potentially digestible CW content of 
alfalfa ranging from 0 to 8.5% when starch-equivalents of 40 to 80% of the 
diet when added to in vitro incubation media. 
Fractional rate constants for disappearance of PDN and PDCW, and 
discrete lag times derived by the kinetic model are shown in Table 3. 
Rate constants for disappearance of the RDN fractions were 1.5 to 2.5 
times greater and tended to be more variable than rates determined tor 
RDCW fractions. Despite this variation, highly significant differences 
(P<.001) were found among substrate types and between basal diets for both 
constituents. Differences noted among substrates are consistent with 
their histological composition because alfalfa leaves are largely 
comprised of epidermal and mesophyll tissues (Esau, 1977) which have been 
found by Akin (1979) to be among the most rapidly degraded tissue types. 
Table 3. Least squares means of in situ rates of disappearance unextracted 
potentially digestible (UXD) N and CW fractions (-k) and discrete lag 
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.439 .219 .405 .227 
.22 .46 .14 .01 
.292 .138 .016 *** 
.25 .66 .08 ** NS 
NS 
** 
j^Leaf/stem mixture (50:50). 
Standard error of the moan. 
jl'orage composition. 
Diet of fistulated steer. 
^^Not significant (P>.05). 
P<.OOI. 
Stems, in contrast, are largely comprised of vascular and cortical tissues 
which are among the most resistant to microbial attack. Rates associated 
with RDCW fractions are in contrast to in vitro estimates obtained by 
Robles et al. (1980) who also examined alfalfa leaves, stems, and a 
leaf/stem mixture. These workers found relatively small differences 
between CW digestion rates in leaves (.0690 h and stems (.0720 
h"^). 
The reductions in disappearance rates that resulted when animals were 
fed the high-grain diet tended to be similar for both chemical fractions, 
averaging approximately 49% for N rates and 40% for CW rates. The 
magnitude of these depressions were much larger than those observed in 
vitro with simulated, high-starch diets (Mertens and Loften, 1980), and 
may relate to disparities between the in situ and in vitro methodologies. 
Estimates of rate of disappearance for the RDCW fractions also 
exhibited a significant forage x diet interaction (P<.01) due in part to 
the large difference in rates between the leaf substrate and the leaf and 
stem mixture when hay diet was fed. Although unverifiable, rate estimates 
for leaf RDCW were likely exaggerated by the previously noted 
over-recovery of CW following short periods of incubation. Related to 
these observations are the relatively small changes that occurred in rates 
associated with CW when stems comprised either half or all the substrate, 
and similar response in rates assoiated with N when either half or all the 
substrate consisted of leaves. Cause for these trends are not known, but 
emphasize the fact that rates of disappearance are not a sole function of 
RDM or RDCW content. 
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Also noted among disappearance rates was a highly significant steer x 
diet interaction. Estimates derived with Steer A when fed the high-grain 
diet were much slower (P<.05) than rates determined with Steer X (Table 
4). Ruminai pH values, determined near the end of each incubation trial, 
were consistent with those generally responsible for depressions in 
cellulolytic activity (Mould and Orskov, 1983). The potential influence 
of animal variation on dacron bag determinations reported by Mehrez and 
Orskov (1977), along with those noted here emphasize the importance of 
prior assessment of ruminai characteristics when in vitro and in situ 
methodologies are used. 
Table 4. Influence of steer and diet on in situ rates of 
disappearance (-k/h) of alfalfa cell walls and nitrogen 
Item Diet: ^ LSD* 
Steer A Steer X Steer A Steer X 
Ruminai pH 6.80 6.65 5.75 6.35 
Cell walls .197 .174 .074 .142 .017 
Nitrogen .373 .384 .162 .227 .046 
^Least significant difference (P<.05). 
Lag times noted for N and CW disappearance (Table 3) were variable 
and rarely exceeded 1 h. Significant forage (P<.01) and forage x diet 
(P<.01) effects were noted with N estimates, but no consistent trends 
across the substrates examined could be delineated. Tendencies toward 
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longer lag periods for CW digestion previously reported by Mertens and 
Loften (1980) with high levels of dietary starch were not discernible in 
this study. 
Since rate constants derived with leaf and stem material differed 
widely, attempts were made to partition the recovery data obtained with 
mixed material with a two-component kinetic model. Little improvement was 
obtained in regression residuals, however, and estimates derived were 
inconsistent with those obtained with the component fractions. Analysis 
of data from the remaining leaf and stem fractions with this model, 
however, did result in the attainment of consistent and reasonable 
two-pool estimates with stem N. Rate constants (-k/h) for the two 
components were .44 and .03 with hay-fed animals, and .23 and .03 with 
animals fed the grain diet. Pool sizes for RDN fractions (% of total N) 
were 28.9 and 9.5 with hay, and 25.0 and 14.3 with grain for the first and 
second components, respectively. The faster of the rates (.44 and .23) 
obtained correlate well with estimates of N disappearance in leaf 
material, and indicate that stem epidermal tissue, which is high in N and 
rapidly degradable (Akin, 1979), was a major contributer to this pool. 
The smaller and more slowly degraded pool noted is likely representative 
of N fractions closely associated with fibrous, structural tissues, such 
as the extracellular, lamellar protein extensin (Bailey, 1973). 
In attempting to correlate the disappearance of forage N with CW 
digestion, the wide differences that are prevalent between N rate 
constants and rate constants for CW do not discount the possibility of 
some degree of interaction. Due to the encompassing of mostly soluble 
cellular constituents by rigid cell walls in many plant tissues, erosion 
of minimal amounts of CW could readily account for release of large 
amounts of cellular N. To adjust for these disparities and facilitate 
comparisons between these two processes, N and CW rate constants, along 
with the other kinetic estimates derived, were regressed on the fractional 
contributions of leaf and stem material in each of the substrates 
utilized. Significance of linearity, slopes, intercepts, and coefficents 
2 
of determination (r ) obtained for the equations are presented in 
Table 5. 
Highly significant (P<.01) linear responses were exhibited for 
regressions of both CW and N rate constants (k). As expected, intercepts 
for these parameters, within diet, were quite different (P<.01), with 
significant dietary effects (P<.01) noted, as well. The slopes obtained 
from these regressions, which are critical to the basic hypothesis 
forwarded in this investigation, were found within both dietary regimes to 
be not different (P>.75); implying that alterations induced in rates of CW 
disappearance, were, in fact, accompanied by similar, if not equivalent, 
changes in the rate of N release. Although such findings do not confirm a 
causal relationship between CW degradation and availability of plant N for 
microbial digestion, they do provide strong evidence for interactive 
effects between these two processes. 
Highly significant linear effects (P<.001), combined with high 
2 
coefficients of determination (r >.88), were obtained when estimates 
for RDCW and RDN fractions were regressed on increasing stem (decreasing 
leaf) content. Slopes obtained indicated that the proportions of RDCW and 
RDM decrease by 3.9 and 1.1%, respectively, for each 10% decline in the 
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Table 5. Linear regressions of disappearance rate (k), 
residual digestible fraction (RD), and lag estimates obtained 
in situ on fractional composition of alfalfa forage substrates 
Parameter Diet Intercept SE^ Slope SE 2 r Signif 
.246 .011 -.00145 .00014 .925 *** 
.186 .006 -.00088 .00008 .958 
Mean .216 -.00117 .942 
Difference ** ** 
.457 .023 -.00146 .00030 .731 ** 
.267 .019 -.00080 .00025 .694 ** 
Mean .362 -.00113 .714 
Difference *** ND^ 
RDCW^ Hay 76.55 3 .09 -.394 .040 .913 *** 
Grain 75.80 3 .72 -.374 .049 .884 *** 
Mean 76.17 -.384 .899 
Difference ND ND 
RDN Hay 45.81 .519 -.116 .007 .971 *** 
Grain 45.09 .716 -.109 .009 .938 *** 
Mean 45.45 -.113 .955 














Mean .219 -.0007 .320 
Difference ND ND 
Lag Hay 
Grain 
.387 .105 .0021 .0014 .209 NS 
.036 .176 .0044 .0023 .301 NS 
Mean .212 .0032 .255 
Difference ND ND 
^Standard error of estimate. 
Significance of linear response. 
^Not significantly different (P>.05). 
CW recoveries adjusted to 100% at Time 0, 





leaf:stem ratio. Dietary regimes had no effect (P>.75) on either RDN or 
RDCW regression estimates. 
Aside from the existence of a significant linear response with the 
regression for CW lag with the hay diet, estimates of lag were, in 
general, much too variable and inconsistent to yield significant and 
meaningful linear releationships. 
In conclusion, quantitative evidence was presented which supports the 
existence of an interaction between ruminai degradation of forage CW and 
the release of forage N in situ. Rates of N release were generally 
1.5-2.5 times greater than rates of CW loss, yet, shifts prompted in rates 
of disappearance of both fractions by changes in forage composition were 
equivalent. While feeding of a high-concentrate diet (85% grain) versus 
an all hay ration, resulted in marked reductions in rates of disappearance 
of both RDCW and RDN fractions, dietary regimes were observed to have 
little effect on the proportions of potentially digestible CW and N. Lag 
periods preceding digestion were also unaffected by dietary composition. 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Discussion 
The intent of these studies was to quantitatively evaluate the 
relationship between ruminai digestion of forage N and CW fractions. This 
work was initiated as a result of previous observations that the ruminai 
release of plant N is a function of CW rupture and degradation. Such an 
interaction could directly influence the efficiency with which plant 
protein is utilized by the animal. Other investigations have utilized 
digestion kinetics to independently evaluate and predict CW and N 
utilization, but none, thus far, has attempted to correlate the two 
processes through use of rate constants of disappearance. 
Forages provide the bulk of the protein consumed by ruminants, 
especially by younger animals having more critical N needs. However, 
despite the fact that many forages are quite high in protein content, 
utilization by the ruminant is often quite poor, and much of the available 
N is wasted. With future indications of increased utilization of forages 
in animal production and the traditionally high costs of supplemental 
protein sources, studies such as these, which attempt to better define the 
processes associated with forage N utilization, are warranted. 
Use of the dacron bag technique 
As an alternative to in vivo or in vitro methods, the in situ bag 
technique was an adequate and reliable method for assessment of the 
interaction between the rate and extent of CW and N disappearance. Its 
limitation of measuring only the disappearance, and not digestion of DM 
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components, per se, was recognized, but considered not critical to the 
outcome of these studies. The capacity of the in situ bag for exposure of 
larger quantities of feed substrates than would be feasible with current 
in vitro methods to actual, rather than simulated ruminai conditions, was 
also a particularly useful aspect. Potential errors inherent with the bag 
technique due to influx of ruminai contents, outflow of soluble and 
particulate matter, and adherence of bacteria to residues, however, can 
markedly influence the data obtained. Consequently, attempts were made in 
preliminary studies to evaluate some of these potential problem areas. 
To determine the effect of influx of rumen ingesta on DM recovery, 
empty bags were incubated for various periods up to 72 h. Influx of DM 
was somewhat variable, but rarely exceeded .05 g. Since initial sample 
sizes were 3 and 5 g of DM, the influence such a quantity would have on 
recovery values was considered negligible. 
The substantial quantities of forage N extracted from the bags by the 
washing procedure also required some consideration. However, due to the 
forage being freeze-dried and the small particle size required for 
sampling precision, the losses were unavoidable. In considering the 
overall objectives of the study, the loss of soluble and fine particulate 
DM from the bag was not deemed crucial because this material would very 
likely be quickly and extensively degraded. More critical to the outcome 
of the experiment was the substrate remaining within the bag and the 
interrelation between the degradative processes associated with it. 
Nevertheless, a separate study was conducted to more accurately define the 
N lost due to washing by partitioning it into soluble and particulate 
fractions. For this evaluation, bags containing each of the substrates 
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utilized in the two studies were placed in flasks containing water, and 
the flasks shaken for periods up to 24 h. Filtration of the water 
extracts yielded estimates of soluble and particulate losses. Because 
there were insufficient amounts of some substrates to conduct both ruminai 
incubations and water extraction, replication of the serial extractions 
was not possible. Hence, results from this procedure were omitted from 
the papers, but are presented in Tables B1 and B2. In general, soluble N 
comprised 55-65% of N extracted in untreated and alkali-treated forages, 
but accounted for only 30-40% of the N extracted from heated material. 
No in-depth studies were undertaken with bacterial markers to 
actually determine what effect the ice water bath and refrigeration 
between washings had on removal of the bacteria adhering to forage 
particles in the bags. Concentrations of residue N and N recoveries, 
however, consistently declined as incubation time was prolonged, 
suggesting a minimal degree of influence on rates of N disappearance. 
Relatively few estimates of rate constants for N disappearance in forages 
are presently in the literature, thus, quantitative comparisons were not 
possible. 
Use of freeze-dried alfalfa 
Maintenance of the integrity and qualitative nature of the components 
found in fresh forage was a primary concern in these investigations. 
Lyophilization, therefore, was chosen over more conventional methods of 
drying. As was speculated in the second study, thermal drying, either by 
natural or artificial means, can induce changes in the nature and 
composition of forage N and CW fractions. By freeze-drying, hopefully 
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these changes were minimized, thus allowing a more accurate assessment of 
the potential CW/N interaction, particularly as would occur under 
grazing—type situations. As previously noted, the amount of extracted N 
lost due to washing does seem consistent with the proportions of forage N 
extracted by mastication, which further validates the assessment of 
microbial action on washed, substrate residues. 
Treatments utilized 
The treatments incorporated in these studies were designed to provide 
a wide range of CW and N availabilities so that the interrelationships 
between CW digestion and N release could be best evaluated. The 
treatments consisted mainly of intrinsic plant factors as basic variables 
with extrinsic factors superimposed to broaden the range of 
availabilities. In the first study, heat and alkali treatments were 
utilized to expand upon the effect of forage maturity. While both 
extrinsic factors were chosen for their potential effect on CW 
utilization, some effect of heat on N constituents was also anticipated. 
After collection and analysis of the data, it was apparent that the heat 
treatment had not only reduced CW availability but also markedly affected 
the nature of forage N, resulting in the formation of large quantities of 
N-containing, artifact CW. The intermixing of these components resulted 
in virtually simultaneous digestion of chemically defined N and CW, but 
more importantly, nullified any potential for assessment of a meaningful 
CW/N interaction. 
Alkali treatment also accomplished its intended purpose of improving 
the extent of degradation, but in doing so resulted in slight depressions 
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in rate of CW disappearance. While these decreases in rate may be partly 
due to a localized inhibitory response, they are more likely due to 
increased quantities of potentially digestible CW. Lower initial 
solubilities of substrate N and slower rates of N disappearance were also 
associated with alkali treatment, but were unforeseen. The observed 
decreases in rates of N disappearance are speculated to be a biphasic 
response related to protein content of the material. In early maturity 
material, relatively large quantities of protein capable of reacting with 
the NaOH may have produced substantial quantities of nitrogenous products 
with reduced solubilities and, subsequently, slower disappearance rates. 
In late maturity material, increased quantities of N, perhaps that 
directly complexed with CW, were made available, thus potentiating 
reductions in disappearance rate. The responses noted in CW and N 
fractions have implications toward improved utilization of forage DM. 
Despite these positive benefits, however, the apparently independent 
effects of alkali on forage N and CW voided any use of this treatment for 
valid assessment of a CW/N relationship. 
In the second study, another approach to expand the range of CW 
availability was attempted by incubating bags in animals fed a high-grain 
diet to retard cellulolytic activity. While this treatment was not 
construed to be completely independent of any effects upon N availability, 
any such direct interaction was believed to be minimal. 
Conclusions 
In situ disappearance rates of N fractions in alfalfa generally 
ranged from 1.5 to 2.5 times faster than rates noted for CW disappearance. 
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Rate constants (-k/h) for good quality alfalfa (tenth-bloom stage) 
typically approached .15 for CW and .35 for N. Rates for both fractions 
tended to decline with advancing maturity, which seems to be partly a 
function of decreasing leaf:stem ratios, and intrinsic compositional 
changes. Optimal utilization of forage N and CW would dictate increases 
in rate of CW degradation with corresponding declines in rates associated 
with N such that both would approach a 1:1 ratio with values in the range 
of -.2 to -.3/h. Faster rates of CW disappearance would tend to 
accelerate rates of ruminai turnover and, in turn, promote higher levels 
of feed intake. By slowing the rates of N release, incorporation of 
degraded plant N into microbial protein would theoretically be enhanced, 
and N losses due to high levels of rumen ammonia, minimized. 
It has been shown that the fraction of potentially digestible CW is a 
greater determinant of digestible forage DM than flucuations in CW 
digestion rate. Observations from these studies suggest that quantities 
of potentially digestible CW tend to consistently range from 20 to 30% of 
the forage DM. However, because rates of disappearance of these fractions 
tend to decrease with advancing maturity and declining leaf:stem ratios, 
these observations emphasize that optimal forage utilization requires the 
matching of forage resources to production goals. Immature, leafy forages 
(primarily legumes), characterized by small but rapidly digested 
quantities of CW are best suited to production situations demanding high 
levels of feed intake. Mature forage legumes and grasses, on the other 
hand, which possess higher stem;leaf ratios and large proportions of 
slowly—digested CW, are most efficiently utilized in production systems 
where levels of feed intake are less critical. 
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Digestible forage N, partitioned between that removed by water 
extraction and that remaining within bag residues, was also affected by 
maturity and leaf:stem ratio. Trends toward larger amounts of extractable 
N in leaves and immature forages could readily account for the poor 
utilization of N in lush forages due to extensive microbial degradation. 
In constrast, stems and more mature alfalfa had a much larger percentage 
of their N determined to be indigestible, effectively reducing the already 
low-quantities of N present in these materials for animal utilization. 
Of the extrinsic treatments utilized in these studies, only the 
incubation of substrates in animals fed a high-grain diet was valid for 
asessment of the potential CW/N interaction. Nevertheless, each treatment 
provided some noteworthy findings. 
Observations made on heat-treated forages suggested that the 
depression in digestibility often noted when heat-damaged materials are 
fed is primarily a function of decreases in digestion rate and increases 
in the time required for digestion to be initiated. Such materials, 
therefore, would be poor sources of feed energy in production situations 
where relatively high levels of intake are required. 
Alkali treatment resulted in interesting effects, also, producing 
alterations that would suggest improved utilization of both CW and N 
fractions. Because of compositional differences (mainly less 
hemicellulose), legumes do not exhibit the degree of improvement in 
digestibility noted when grasses are treated with alkali; therefore, 
improvements in CW utilization alone would not justify alkali treatment. 
However, combined with the potential for improved N utilization. 
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commercial incorporation of an alkali treatment process for legumes may 
have economic merit. 
The responses in the kinetic parameters of digestion observed when 
the forage substrates were incubated in animals fed the high-grain diet 
were found to mimic to some extent those observed with heat-treated 
forage. Rates of disappearance for both N and CW were markedly depressed, 
although extent of digestion was decreased only slightly. Such 
observations suggest that because of slow rates of CW digestion, forage 
particles (depending on their size) may be retained in the rumen for 
relatively longer periods in animals fed high levels of grain than in 
animals consuming mainly forage, but that forage N may be more efficently 
utilized due to to slower rates of release. 
The basic hypothesis of these studies was that a relationship existed 
between the ruminai digestion of plant cell walls and the subsequent 
release of N components contained within the cytoplasmic matrix. Through 
derivation of the kinetics associated with each of these processes and 
assessment of their response to changes in forage composition, this 
hypothesis was tested. The comparisons revealed that shifts in these 
rates prompted by alterations in plant composition were virtually 
identical. These findings lend support to the theory of a constant 
relationship between the proportion of CW degraded and the quantity of N 
released during forage digestion, which is consistent with the 
histological relationship exhibited by these plant fractions. While these 
findings do not confirm a causal relationship, they do provide the 
groundwork for further investigations into the processes associated with 
forage component digestion and utilization. 
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The results of these experiments have implications in two areas of 
ruminant nutrition. In regards to N utilization, these results indicate 
that any system of predicting forage N utilization by the ruminant cannot 
omit a consideration of CW quantity and degradation as influenced by 
maturity and morphological composition. These findings also lend 
quantitative support to reports of a relationship between CW integrity in 
forages and the release of cellular constituents thought to contribute to 
the incidence of pasture bloat. Direct comparisons of the kinetic 
estimates associated with CW degradation and N disappearance with 
bloat-causing and bloat-safe legumes, however, are needed to correlate 
bloat production, per se, with CW degradation. 
Future Research 
Because the observed relationship between shifts in rates of N and C% 
disappearance was obtained with alfalfa stems and leaves from a single 
cutting, future investigations should consider similar comparisons with 
forages harvested over a wider range of maturities and harvests. Other 
intrinsic-related properties known to influence availability, such as 
morphological composition, and soil and climatic conditions, should also 
be examined, provided a quantitative range of these factors can be 
defined. Additional forage species should also be similarly evaluated, 
with priority given to legumes recognized as non bloat-inducing. In 
working with these types of forages, particular attention should be given 
to the complementary role that tannins may play in limiting ruminai 
availability of plant protein. Grasses would also provide excellent 
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models because many species contain tissues high in soluble protein, yet 
are protected by cell walls resistant to mechanical and enzymatic damage. 
Another outcome of these studies which warrants further investigation 
is the potential for NaOH treatment to improve animal utilization of N and 
CW fractions in high-quality forages. Addition of alkali during pelleting 
would appear to be an immediately available avenue for practical 
applicaton should additional testing show a positive animal response. In 
related work, projects which attempt to evaluate aldehydes, tannins, 
ligne—sulfonates and other chemical additives known to slow ruminai 
availability of forage N should also be considered. 
Lastly for consideration is a study which further assesses and 
attempts to define the relationship between dietary composition and 
ruminai rates of degradation of supplemental sources of feed protein. 
Results from the present investigations indicate a possible role of 
cellulolytic activity in the exposure of protein for ruminai release and 
degradation. If such is the case, differential responses by protein 
supplements of animal or plant origin to variations in dietary composition 
should warrant re—evaluation of their nutritional and economic value. 
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APPENDIX A - SAS PROGRAM 
SAS Program for Obtaining Parametric Estimates of 
In Vitro or In Situ Digestion Kinetics 
Card Inputs ; TREATMENT 
STEER 
TIME 
PDMR - % of residue DM recovered 
RPCW - % CW of residue 
IDM — Initial sample wt. (DM) 
REP 
Additional Inputs: IPCW - % CW of initial substrate 
PTCWRO - CW recovered at Time 0 (% of total) 
Programming : 
1. ICW = IDM * IPCW; 
2. GCWR = IDM * PDMR * RPCW; 
3. PTCWR = (GCWR * 100)/ICW; 
4. PROC SORT; BY TREATMENT STEER; 
" initial gm CW " 
" gm CW recovered " 
" % of total CW recovered " 
5. PROC NLIN; BY TREATMENT STEER; 
6. PARMS DCWPOOL= 40,60 K= .08,.14 LAG= 0.6,1.4; 
7. Z = LAG - TIME - ABS(TIME-LAG); 
8. E = EXP(K * Z/2); 
9. V = 1 + (TIME - LAG)/ABS(TIME - LAG); 
10. MODEL PTCWR = PTCWRO + DCWPOOL * (E - 1); 
11. DER.DCWPOOL = E - 1; 
12. DER.K = (Z/2) * DCWPOOL » E; 
13. DER.LAG = (K/2) * DCWPOOL * V * E; 
14. BOUNDS K>0 LAG>0; 
15. OUTPUT 0UT=NLNF1 PARMS = DCWPOOL K LAG PREDICTED = CWEAT 
RESIDUAL = CWRES; 
16. PROC PLOT; BY TREATMENT STEER; 
17. PLOT PTCWR * TIME=REF CWHAT * TTME='*' / OVERLAY; 
18. PLOT CWRES • TIME=REP / VREF=0; 
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Additional Hints : 
- derivatives may be excluded if desired; Marquardt method 
requires them. 
- you may wish to an ANOVA on residuals or standard errors of 
estimates; Mertens and Loften (J. Dairy Sci. 1980, 63:1437) 
address the appropriateness of these comparisons. 
- inputted FARMS values for lag should not equal a sampling time. 
- will need to calculate recoveries of potentially digestible 
fraction and convert to log basis if linear plots are desired. 
- comparisons of parallelism between rate constants may be conducted 
according to Sokal and Rohlf (1969) and Snedecor and Cochran 
(1980). See Nocek (J. Anim. Sci. 1985. 60:1347) for citations. 
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APPENDIX B 
Table Bl. Water extraction of soluble, particulate, and total N 
from bags containing alfalfa forage substrates used 
in experiment 1^ 
Fraction 
0.5 
Extraction period, h 






















2 6 . 2  






26 .0  
19.9 
Control treatment / Mid maturity — 
26.7 
19.8 
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48.8 60.3 61.0 62.5 67.7 68.1 68.7 71.3 74.5 
Expressed as a percent of initial N in bag. 
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Table Bl. (Continued)' 
Fraction 
0.5 1 . 0  
Extraction period, h 









Heat treatment / Early maturity — 
12.2 
23.3 
1 6 . 2  
28.4 
1 6 . 8  



































Heat treatment / Late maturity — 
13.8 













27.5 28.7 34.1 38.4 41.4 45.8 52.1 53.1 57.5 
17.4 
35.3 
Total 28.4 28.6 32.5 33.5 39.0 42.0 42.5 50.3 52.7 
^Expressed as a percent of initial N in bag. 
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Table B2. Water extraction of soluble, particulate, and total N 
from bags containing alfalfa forage substrates used 
in experiment 2^ 
Fraction 
0.5 1 .0  
Extraction period, h 


















2 6 . 8  
27.0 
27.7 






























26 .8  

















Total 34.8 36.2 38.2 40.7 42.2 44.6 45.7 49.1 50.0-
^Expressed as a percent of initial M in bag. 
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APPENDIX C 
Observations on Use of the Dacron Bag 
Technique at Iowa State 
Utility 
The dacron bag technique is a useful tool for measuring the response of 
dietary constituents to the digestive action of the rumen. It is most 
frequently utilized to accomplish either one of two objectives: 1) 
estimation of apparent digestibility through long incubation periods 
(24-48 h) followed by either pepsin digestion or extraction with neutral 
detergent; or 2) determination of digestion rate by sequential measurement 
of DM disappearance over a 50-80 h time interval. In comparison to in 
vitro methods, the bag technique is generally regarded as more accurate 
due to exposure of dietary components to the actual rumen environment, yet 
it is also more variable due largely to the poor degree to which the 
method is standardized. As with in vitro techniques, intake and rate of 
passage are questionable unknowns; therefore, it may be prudent in future 
studies to consider including a flow marker such as mordanted fiber to 
account for this posssible source of variation. 
Bag construction 
Fabric used in these studies for bag construction was R102 Marvelaire 
White made by N. Erlanger, Blumgardt, and Co., 1450 Broadway, New York. 
It was ordered through World of Fabric, Ames for about S1.75/yd. Its 
average pore size is approximately 52 microns, but does tend to vary 
somewhat. If in-depth bag studies are to be conducted in the future, it 
may be worthwhile to investigate the use of bolting cloth which has been 
used at Kansas State. Its pore size is reportedly less variable, and it 
is apparently available in several pore sizes. 
Bag size depends on the size of the ^ample to be incubated and should be 
close to the recommended 10-15 mg/cm of bag surface area. Fabric 
should be cut such that it can be easily folded over and sewn. Large 
numbers of bags are most easily cut out by rolling the material out on 
table or in an open area or hallway, taping it down at either end, and 
marking off the bags with a chalk—line. Electric scissors would come in 
handy here, also. Another option (if available) would be to have the 
Textiles and Clothing Department to cut them out. Once cut, fabric edges 
should be singed (a candle works well for this) to prevent fraying. Bags 
are then double-stitched by machine using 100% polyester thread and a size 
14 needle. 
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After sewing, inner edges of the seams of the bag are glued to seal needle 
holes. Glue used for this was Instant Vinyl obtained from Tainter Dry 
Goods Co., Box 3349, Sioux City, lA 51111 for about Sl.OO/tube. This glue 
is low in N, as is the fabric, and therefore whole bags with contents may 
be digested for N determination. Caution should be taken if this is to be 
done, however, as bags tend to foam considerably during the initial phases 
of acid digestion. 
Pre-incubation 
Prior to placement in bags, samples should be ground through a 2-min 
screen. Coarser samples may be more desirable if sampling precision can 
be maintained. Filling of the bag is easily accomplished by placing it in 
a beaker or other suitably-sized cylinder and everting the neck over the 
mouth of the beaker. After taring, the bag is filled with sample. Bags 
are then sewn closed, glued, and oven-dried, preferably at 60-65 C (this 
fabric melts at 100 C). Whatever drying method is chosen, it is important 
that the same method be employed before and after incubation to minimize 
errors in weighing. Bags may be of any practical size but larger bags do 
tend to absorb moisture rapidly after drying, causing difficulties in 
weighing. 
Incubation 
To suspend the bags in the rumen, an unconstrained system was developed 
consisting of a 38 cm (15") piece of 9.5 an (3/8") diameter tygon tubing, 
filled with lead pellets (#9 shot), and fitted with male and female 
couplings (Figure CI). When bags were sewn closed, enough material was 
folded over at the top to thread the tubing through, and the ring of 
tubing then secured (Several bags can be squeezed onto each ring depending 
Figure CI. Weighted, detachable rings utilized for ruminai 
incubations of dacron bags. Note added brass 
weight for additional ballast 
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on their size). The rings with bags are then placed in the ventral 
portion of the rumen where they do exhibit some mobility with ruminai 
contractions (I often would retrieve some rings from the reticulum). As 
shown, an additional brass weight ballast may be used to minimize bag 
movement within the rumen. Since the rings are not tethered, they must be 
manually retrieved; this is usually not difficult provided the animals are 
not full fed on hay. An alternative would be to tie the bags to a 
weighted cord. If desired, bags may be re-used by using self-locking 
friction ties (used by electricians for securng wire bundles) for bag 
closure. Used bags should be washed in warm neutral detergent solution 
prior to re-use to clean out any pores that may be plugged with bacterial 
residue. 
Post-incubation 
After incubation, the bags were placed in ice water, washed, refrigerated 
overnight, and then washed again. This procedure is believed to remove 
adherent bacteria from feed sample residues. Because of the subjectivity 
involved in when to stop washing, the rinsing process can incorporate more 
error than any other part of the technique, particularly if forages are 
being examined. Any efforts to minimize this variation are thus 
well-warranted. One aid is to put the bags in the rumen in reverse order 
such that they can all be removed and washed at once. Another suggestion 
is to pre-wash the feed material before it is placed into bags or do a 
batch wash of all bags prior to insertion into the rumen. For washing 
after incubation, some means of mechanization is needed to eliminate some 
of the subjectivity involved. If some type of extraction device could be 
located on the order of a large basket centrifuge (i.e., old washing 
machine or ringer) or such, this would be ideal. A smaller scale option 
would be hand-cranked, plastic, spinning salad bowls used to remove water 
from lettuce or salads (seen in novelty catalogs and in housewares section 
of department stores). 
After washing, the bags are dried, weighed and DM recovery determined. 
Disappearance of DM is assumed as the difference between pre- and 
post-incubation bag weights and is expressed as a percentage of the 
original sample weight. 
Introduction of error 
Besides washing, other factors may introduce errors into the results 
obtained with the bag technique. Influx of ingesta into the bags during 
incubation should be assessed and corrected if necessary. Diet may also 
introduce errors depending upon the number of daily feedings and feed 
composition. Also, bags tend to accumulate gas in animals fed high-grain 
diets. As noted in the second experiment, animal variation can be a major 
source of error; thus, it is important to use more than one animal for 
incubation studies. Ruminai pH or a measure of cellulolytic activity 
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should always be made prior to starting incubations. Also, several test 
bags should be used and the residues examined for the presence of hair or 
other foreign material. 
If rates of disappearance are to be determined, 5 to 8 periods of 
incubation should be utilized with the longest being about 24-40 h for 
concentrates, and about 60 h for forages and roughages. It also may be 
wise to include some additional bags in each incubation trial containing a 
standard reference feed, such as cottonseed meal or a forage, to monitor 
any changes in ruminai characteristics over time. 
